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NOTICE TO MARINERS
QUODDY EXPENDITURES
Lubec Narrows—Lower Buoy No. 4.
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
] reported out a! position on Nov. 2, was Have Already Eaten Up nearly Three
Subecrlptlone MOO per year payable In replaced Nov. 21.
Million Dollars of Fund
advance: elngle copiee three cents
1 „
„
Advertising rates based upon clrculaCape Porpoise Harbor—The Old
tlon a.id very reasonable
Prince Bell Buoy No. 2. reported out
Army engineers ln charge of the
NEWSPAPER HISTORT
of position on Nov. 18. was replaced Passamaquoddy Bay tidal power pro- i
The Rockland Oaaette was established Nov. 21.
In 1840 In 1874 the Courier was estab
Ject said Tuesday that the project
lished snd consolidated with the Oaaette
Seacoast — Mount Desert Rock
In 1883 The Free Presa was established
! had involved total obligations of
In 1855 snd tn 1801 changed Its name to Lighted Whistle Buoy reported ex-1
the Tribune These papers consolidated
tlnguuhed Nov. 19 was relighted and 82.802.871 with a cash disbursement of
March 17. 1897
characteristic changed to show short- 81.375.574.
**»****«*«^ long white flashes, a short flash ol' Twenty families of staff workers,
about 0 4 second, and a long flash ot
they said, would move within a week
■
Well begun ls half done —Oer- • .
four times that duration, such groups
Quodd< vulagt the mode, town
I w man Proverb
• J repeated about eight times per minute, undf.r conatructlon construction of
on Nov. 21.
the final group of buildings for the
] village, including a school house, hospiUl, central heating plant, utility
building .Pd guest house, will be
done by government workers ad not
44
let to contractors, as originally
planned, they said.
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AND IT RAINED”
A Smash Hit With a Brilliant Cast

directed by

ADELAIDE CROSS
Auspices The Parent-Teacher Association

MONDAY-TUESDAY, NOV. 25-26
Rockland High School Auditorium
ADMISSION 25c, 40c.

CURTAIN 8.15

Reserved Seats Checked Saturday at Chisholm's. 2 to 4 P. M. and
Monday and Tuesday Noon* snd after 3.30 P. M. at Chisholm's and
High School. Also Friday after 3.30 at Chisholm's.

! AUTOMATIC HEAT

ithout headache-bills ?
It'a Truel...Safe...Clean...

Economical Automatic Heat

cMBSOfo
paCiTF

...burns the imall, inexpen
sive sizes of trustworthy An
thracite effecting a saving
of from 20% fo 60% in your
present heating bills)
with Ash Ketaover ln a
Game-Room Basement

It's true!.. Mother's no longer

"Janitor"... Father sleeps
longer in the morning... hot water the year-around lor bath

ing, shaving and household use...You get the convenience
oi Automatic Heat without the "headache" of high fuel bills!
Installed iu your present boiler or furuaco complete

with Living Room Thermostat snd all automatic
ooatrols lor as little as $198.SO .

I

“COMMODORE” STROUT

JAMES HODGES WINS CASE

THE HUNT THAT FAILED

Rockland Man Was Winner
In Maine Agency Insur

ance Contest

County Official Hears Call Of the Wild and Then Damages Amounting To SI 1,829 Are Assessed
Against Mrs. Ella S. Bird

Another Voice

Walter W Morse himself a former
Rockland boy, and now vice presi
dent of the Federal Life and Casual
Ever since guns began popping ln I
ty Company, has this to say. in the
current issue of the Federal Record, Knox County woods this fall a Knox
about a Rockland man who has been County official who has an English
title has been listening to the call of '
making good with that company.
the wild and momentarily growing!
We have Just closed a four-months' more excited about tt. So on Wed
contest ln the Maine Agency. I shall nesday he said to another county offi
not go into detail regarding the con cial: "Le's go!"
Ouns were polished, ammunition
test and the splendid record made
by KW|, representatlv„ but d0 was purchased, new gear was bought,
W#w
p#y tribu(< *
f even down to larrtgans. and to make j
sure that the expedition would be a |
strou( the kgder
years ago I referred to him success the titled official phoned to a:
gg lh< •commodore," by which title friend in the northern tier of Kndx
Gave his daddy the ba! ha!
he is now familiarly known. The County towns and asked to have a
EVER EAT “SALT HORSE? ’
, commodore won the first prize of few hundred acres roped off for their
The titled official's forebears must
special benefit the following day.
* have been military gentlemen accus
Seems l.ikr They Did In Seafaring
tomed to obey the slightest order of
During the four months' period he
Days—An Old Sea Song
their commander In chief. This man
actually wrote two hundred and
obeyed without comment, and the ex
"Salt horse., sea term, applied to three accident and health applica
pedition was off.
tough corned beef, oil more than one tions. and twelve life ■ applications.
The man with the new larrigatu
occasion in the past was accurately The prize itself, while symbolic ot
heard the tragic news, removed the
used. It ls said to have had Its origin leadership and well worth winning,
footgear, and sadly and tende-ly
ln Portland, where parsimonious own is small indeed compared with the
caressed the shiny tops.
ers actually did supply their vessels renewal which Mr. Strout has added
’Welllllbecussed." was all he said
to
his
Income.
But.
greater
than
with horse meat Instead of beef. As
Later ln the day there came out of
an old sea song relates lt. a lyrical either, ts the added experience which
“It might have been"
the northern tier ot towns a plaintive
makes
him
a
better
salesman
The
sailor ln that firm's service growled
telephone call. "Where are those
unceasingly at the "beef served to more we sell the better we sell. Sel
The up-county folks were fully as hunters?" lt said.
ling
gives
us
confidence.
Just
as
a
the men forward and one day ad
excited about it as the two officials
great surgeon who fails to study and
dressed a chunk of it thus!
were, and preparations were even
Old horse, old horse, how come you slows up ln his practice slips back, made to provide a barbecue for the
so does the salesman who falls to
here.
distinguished nlmrods when they
J So many miles from Portland Pier?— study and sell.
should have returned from the woods
j to the which the spirit of the horse
It ls the man who keeps trying to
dragging thetr game burden. Came
(for lt really was “salt horse") re- better previous records that is best Thursday morning, which all readers
qualified
to
get
results.
Mr
Strout
, plied:
will recall as one of the most delight
has been successful because he has
I From Saccarap' to Portland pier
ful fall days ever seer, at this ad
followed
carefully
laid
plans,
and
II carted lumber many a year;
vanced stage of the season.
has let nothing interfere with carry
i After many kicks and much abuse
In the titled official's domicile
ing out these plans. He is a believer
J I was salted down for sailors' use.
lights burned at an unhgard-of hour
I The sailors they my meat despise—
in mental attitude and sold on the
tn the morning and there were scenes
They pick my bones and damn my proposition that whether or not a of activity which might have betok
The nun with the new larrigans went
man is successful depends almost
eyes.
ened the ccming of a President or a
tadly back to his own fireside."
They damn my eyes and pick my entirely upon his mental attitude. Prince The titled official donned thc
When
he
has
a
poor
week
he
never
I
bones
habiliments of the hunt, and was a
"Thf party’s off" said the man on
blames conditions but says “My
And throw the rest to Davy Jones.
brave figure as he started to leave the j the other end of the llne.<
mental
attitude
was
not
right.
”
—Lea-iston Journal
house with gun under his arm.
As the sun rose steadily In the
Most of the business written by Mr
"Why. where are ycu going?" de j heavens an apron-clad man Mt peel
I UNION THANKSGIVING SERVICE Strout during the contest haa been
manded the lady of the house.
ing potatoes and sadly cogitatin'; on
in the "potato country” tn northern
"Huntin’" was the reply of her lord his busted plans.
The union Thanksgiving service Maine, where the crop which costs
and master.
Back on the Range the deer and thc
I will be held in the Littlefield Mem one dollar per barrel to raise has
I.
“No such thing!" exclaimed the antelope were at play, happy in the
orial Baptist Church on Wednesday been selling for around fifty cents
lady of the house " Put that gun knowledge of their new lease ot life
: evening at 7:30 The sermon will be
The Commodore is an lndefatlgback in the rack, and take off those Grateful to the feminine dictates
j preached by the Rev. Corwin H. Olds able worker, aggressive and resourceclothes."
which had made It possible,
j The music will be provided by the ful. ite congratulate him upon be- .

A decision in favor of Jimmy 81035 63 damages to and loss of perHodges and the members of his the- sonal property; James Hodges. 83000.
atrtcal troupe, who sued Mrs. Ella S. loss of personal property; Marjorie
Bird, was handed down yesterday by Carey Donohoe, 83208 96,
(costs
Justices Ouy H Sturgis. Harry Man- 815 60) personal Injuries,
ser and Oeorge L. Emery who acted
The total amount of damages, asln the capacity of referees when the seised against Mrs Bird Is 811.829 59.
testimony was taken out at the Court I With reference to the cross suit
House Monday, Tuesday and Wednes- brought by Mrs Ella S Bird against
James Hodges, the decision says:
day.
“The plaintiff. Ella S Bird, has not
In awarding damages to the mem
bers' of the theatrical group the ref sustained the burden of proving that
erees state that Mrs. Ella Bird, had the defendant. James Hodges, was
not sustained the burden of proving negligent and liable therefor. No costs
negligence and liability on the part of reference are allowed. Judgment
ln this action should be entered for
of Hodges.
the defendant.”
The referees say:
The same decision relates to the
"Marjorie Carey Donohoe is entitled
to recover 83208 96 as damages for other plantlffs In the cross suit—Miss
personal Injuries and expenses inci Mabel Lamb, who sued for 85000; Mrs.
dent thereto caused by and resulting Margaret E. Ames of Brockton. Mass,
from the negligence of the defendant. who sued for 85000; Mrs Clara Smith,
Ella 8 Bird, as alleged In the writ. who sued for 85000. and Ralph L.
Costs of this reference in thc sum of Smith, who sued for 82000. Mrs. Bird
815 60 are allowed. Judgment should asked damages in the sum ot 810.000
Louis Oelman of New York was
be entered in accordance with thts re
associated with Ensign Otis ln the
port "
Other damages were awarded thus: case brought by Marjorie Carey
Orland Horan. 8250. damages to and Donohue of Brooklyn: Berman Si
loss of personal property: Albert Berman and Oreensteln of Portland
Johnston. 8109 personal Injuries; Na-! represented the Magidson famlly and
than Magidson. admr.. 82000 death of Otis arfl Harmon represented the
Philip R Magidson. costs 820 82; theatrical plaintiffs
Mrs. Bird was represented by
Charles Nelson. 81252, Injuries; Eu
genie Johnston. 850. personal injuries; Thomas H Calhoun of Boston, Wil
Dorothy Magidson. 8574. injuries; liam B Mahoney of Portland. Charles
Robert Barrett Scolnik. 8350. loss of T Small of Portland and Charles T.
personal property; Edwin Kane, Smalley of Rockland.

“UNCLE GEORGE” NINETY-FOUR
In North Cambridge. Mass., where stairs daily. Greetings will be ex
he Is at present making his home tended by the Department of Maine,
the local patriotic bodies and friends
with his daughter. Mrs Pred A.
at large, and in behalf of those who
Parker, at 21 Tenney street. Oeorge E. do not find opportunity to extend
Cross, formerly of this city, will next congratulations, The Courier-Gazette
Monday celebrate hts 94th birthday. ofTers their hearty well wishes in adMr Cross is the oldest member ot dition to its own. Mr. Cross was reEdwtn Libby Post, G AR., having^ cently made an honorary member of
tho Rockland Lions Club.
Joined it in 1887.
It U a coincidence that one of hU
Recently he was threatened with
pneumonia, and his opnditlon or sons. I. Leslie Cross, will also be celecasloned grave concern, but a remark- brattng a birthday next Monday, but
able constitution has caused him to his, and it will surprise many persons,
rally and he Is able to be down-1 ls his 71st.

: local church. The public ls cordially lng the, winner, and feel that he is
MAN WITH A HOBBY
invited by the churches of Rockland I now in line for doing better than
VINALHAVEN NIGHT
I to attend this service.
f ever before. We hope his record will
KNOX ARBORETUM
"SCIENCE OF SEEING"
I — —----------------------------------------- : prove an Inspiration to Federal men ( Judge Sanborn Tells Baptist Reunion In Boston Tonight
Director Lermond Tells Of
j everywhere in the new era of ex- 1
Men's League How He
To Be Attended By Island Lighting Experts Presented
[ pansion and growth which
Progress On Arts and Sci
Interesting Facts At Open
Came To Acquire It
Delegation
J now entering.
The Baptist Men's League, with an-

141-142

annuaI Vlnalhaven bgn<Juet

Meeting

needs of the unfortunate during the coming

DAN TAR SD

Attendance, listened and danw. „ven by form„ rfsldenU
An Interesting lighting demonstra
Thursday night to the confessions of of that town, wU, ukf p,gce tonlght tion was held Wednesday evening at
a man who never had a hobby untU at the T^eth ccn,ury oiub the Universalist vestry. 8. D. Dyer
he was past 40 years of age. and the Beacon
Boslon. g„ gUendance of lighting engineer for Central Maine
delight he experienced when he ! about 128 being expected. The sue- Power Company, discussed briefly
finally fell a victim to one.
cess of the event is assured from the the “Science of Seeing," an entirely
The man was Lauren M. Sanborn fact that Postmaster O. V Drew will new conception of the importance ol
j
i
j.u ... . u. . 1
of Portland, a former justice of be master of ceremonies. Hts con lighting. It deals
with "Light for j
Maine's Superior Court. His hand
tributions in both poetry and prose Seeing” rather than "Light for Look
ling of dialect stories was excellent,
ing."
are certain to lend enlivenment.
and out of deference to the pastor
Miss E. C. Priest, home lighting
With Mr. Drew will also be the fol
there was. of course, a Scotch charac lowing island delegation:
advisor for Central Maine Power

winter, are asking for bedding.

Ql'IP ME TEN

ter in the entertainment.

other

DUNN & ELLIOT CO.
TELEPHONE 5.
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The Selectmen of Rockport, anticipating the

BIT AT BEER

If anyone hav

K. Walker, same will be called for.
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Personal

CHRISTMAS CARDS
Here are the Season’s smartest Greetings. Quaintly
old fashioned—gaily sophisticated—cleverly indi
vidual—printed with your Name and for less than
you would pay for Cards without printing—

21 CARDS

R

Including Name on Cards and Plain Envelopes
to match

Popular folder style Greetings with verse and Name
printed on the inside
Order your PERSONAL CHRISTMAS

CARDS NOW!
No orders taken after Dec. 1 5

Call in and see these samples

We do not send samples by mail

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Urge

Apropos

of the fine compliment which he paid
to the newly organized male quartet,
REP TEN C
he told, wtth pleasing circumlocution,
RA£S
of his oam experience with music—
a subject in which he could never find
FACT RVNED IMA
himself Interested, until at thc age of
I 45. he was sent to Legislature, and
with other members rented a house
MONDAY-TUESDAY
Prizes listed herein will be awarded for
for occupancy during the term. As
what we Judge to be the most accurate,
the neatest, and the most original
sponsor of this feature he Included
STRAND
THEATRE
solutions milled or brought to us with
among the equipment a Victrola, wtth
in 40 hours following publication of this “MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY’
advertisement. Duplicate awards will be
[ a large assortment of records To the
with
CLARK
GABLE
paid to tying contestants, anybody, ex
cept our employees, may compete. It is
| frequent pla.ving of these records he
not necessary ts make any purchases.
PARK THEATRE
| listened without interest until one day
Use the form above, or a separate sheet.
"REDHEADS ON PARADE"
Write your name and address plainly.
his ear was attracted by a selection
with JOHN BOLES
WINNERS OF OCR LAST PUZZLE
i which he found to be the "Poet and
CONTEST
Peasant" overture. This proved to
First Prize—Mrs. John Thompson, 16 Willow St.
I be the turning point, and his apathy
Second Prize—Gladys Chapman, Broad St.
for music underwent a rapid trans
formation. Today he goes to hear all
of the Portland concerts, enjoying
particularly the symphonies.
He
mifnn\irt rsnrsi
sjmitiu nittiuns ^sni/irs
found In music one more contact with
RE FRICERATION - OIL HfATING FNCINtlflS
W
I the higher and better things.
DISTRIBUTORS
OF
FINEST
FUEL
OILS
21 LIMEROtH STHEIT
ROlklANH MAINE , Judge Sanborn's real hobby, how
ever, came to be the "horseless car
riage." He read all he could on the
subject, and when one finally whizzed
by a building at Colby College, In
which he was sitting he says he nearly
Jumped out of the window. Eventu
ally he became possessed of an auto
mobile, and has since spent every
spare moment in travel, especially to
points of historical interest, as that
yes, it will atUin many things, but be persistent In the right
was a matter which he had studied
direction. Don’t persist ln paying rent, month after month. It gets
absorbingly.
you nowhere. At the end of any term of years you are just where
Judge Sanborn had made two trips
voU started. You have gained nothing, and the landlord still waits
tor his payments. Decide to be your own landlord. Then persist
to the West Coast by rail. "I enjoyed
in reasonable payments on a home loan from us, and ln ten or
myself." he told the Men's League,
twelve years you have attained your hearts desire, a home of your
"but didn't feel that I had seen any
own. Look over our plan. You will like It
thing.
Then followed his description of
. ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASS’N.
the motor trip which Mrs. Sanborn
18 SCHOOL STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
and he had made—the story of which
CAMDEN AGENCY AT ALLEN’S INSURANCE OFFICE
was told with a traveler's enthusiasm
141Stf
and excellent descriptive effect Rome
FVT IF

Two Tickets to Each Theatre

OON SAEES and SERVICE

POSTAGE
10c EXTRA

Assorted

ROCKLAND, MAINE

IE

R FO

ing same to donate will notify Chairman Arthur

Saturday
Issue

•

PWA

Persistence Will Attain

Mrs. Kate Coombs, Mrs . May
Lawry. Mrs Ada Creed. Mrs Della
Simmers. Mrs. Agnes Smalley. Mrs.
Annice Oross Carver Mrs Beulah
Drew. Miss Cleo Drew. Edward Ames,
L. A. Coombs, Charles L. Boman and
Charles Webster.
Messrs. Boman and Webster will
attend the Harvard-Yale football
game today.

ence Building
Thomaston, Nov. 27
Editor of The Courier-Oozette-—

Wc have received a fine mounted
male specimen of the ehe.t'rake shot
sev"'fcl years ago by Charles Smalley,
and donated to our museum collec
tion of birds by C. A. Butler of

Union, now at work with his nephew
K
B Butler, pla.ste.-ng the Interior
of the Science and Art building.
The fireplace of Thomaston marble
donated by Orient Lodge of Jasons,

and specimen rocks of many kinds,
talked on "Adequate
collected ln Androscoggin. Knox and
Lighting for the home," the use of
Oxford counties, built by W. W.
correctly designed shades and shields
Gregory of Rockland, is a fine ex
for lamps to reduce glare, prevent
ample
of artistic mason work.
eyestrain and to utilize the maximum

Company,

of light with thc present equipment.
Light prescribing equipment for
optometrists was discussed by Leo
Moran of the Westinghouse Com
pany. Eyes are tested and glasses arc
prescribed for under good lighting.
It is, therefore, necessary to have
correspondingly good Illumination in
the offices, schools, homes, factories,
etc. Many times the people complain
that they have been fitted incorrect
ly upon first using their glasses.
This complaint has been traced to
poor lighting in many cases.
School lighting, industrial lighting
and commercial lighting were the
subjects discussed by Phillip Clerke
of the WestinghOUsc Company
Educators and lighting men have
been giving much attention in the
last year to the significance of
"adequate lighting" in our schools.
This special Interest centers in thc
widening recognition that "lighting
must be adequate" if seeing is to be
comfortable and free from eyestrain
Because schoolrooms are so largely
devoted to forms of instruction which
require the use of the eyes, It is
natural that eyesight specialists,
lighting engineers and teachers
should be concerned.
Mr. Clerke also discussed and
demonstrated the new high intensity
mercury vapor lamps and the new
sodium lamp which ls particularly
applicable for street lighting.

of the highlights were the 9000-feet
ascent of the Btg Horn; the visit to
Buffalo Bill's old home In Cody,
Wyoming; the trip to The Redwoods
where he saw “Gen Sherman." a tree
32 feet in diameter, 97 feet in circum
ference and 300 feet tall; the
Yosemite; Salt Lake Desert; Salt
Lake City and Tabernacle; the Con
tinental Divide; thc immense fields of
tall com in Iowa; etc. etc. When he
finally drove into his garage at Port
land Judge Sanborn found that he
had traveled 10.400 miles, and flever
once a flat tire.
Judge Sanborn answered many
questions during the open forum,
particularly as to the expense of the
trip
It was announced that Prof. Huddlcstone of University of Maine would
be thc December speaker, and it was
decided to adhere to the original date
for holding this meeting.
Ardrcy Orff and Dr. Dana S. New
man were initiated into membership
The new quartet, comprising S.
Constantine, Carleton Porter, Ross
McKinney and Charles Wilson, with
Mrs Constantine at the piano, made a
tremendous hit, and earned thc com
ment of Judge Sanborn that lt should
be commended to Major Bowes’ ama
Why not try a package of that fa
teur hour.
And wasn't that a nice supper? No mous Lily Chop Tea? Your Nation
wonder the Baptist Men’s League is Wide Grocer can supply you .
139-141
on the up-grade this season.

The furnace, installed by L. W. Mc
Cartney of Rockland Is sending up
plenty of heat to dry out the plaster.
We are utilizing the dead trees, cut
last May by the crew of 20 men from
the Jefferson C. C. Camp, for fuel.
The warden and superintendent of
the prison farm have kindly helped
us out on plowing the four acres that
wc arc getting in shape for a systema
tic planting of shrubs.
Contributions for the liquidation of
the mortgage debt continue to come
in. Sept. 12, we still needed 8150 43.
Nov. 2fl, 1935 Mrs. M Blanche Rich of
Camden contributed 85. Still due
8145.43.
One dollar each from 145
persons will give the State a clear
title deed of thc Arboretum property.
We hope to have the building in
condition for dedication in June. July
or August 1936 It will be opened to
thc public early in June.
Norman W Lermond.
Director.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life tn live again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some musie at least once
a week The loss of these tastes is a
loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.

MV MONUMENT
It matters not. when I am dead.
How great or small looms overhead.
Some marble shaft to mark where I
In my laat resting place mu« lie.
It matters not. how deep thereon
Is carved the date when I waa born,
Or when I died: no eulogy
Cut there by cunning artistry
Can take the place of one small deed,
Performed to aid some soul ln need,
Some simple service ln Hts nsme.
,
Though helping not to place nor fame—
This, ln some grateful memory,
Is monument enough lor me.
- William I.udlum

Every-Other-Day
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"A cheerful heart is a good medi
cine (Prov 17: 22 '

(Municipal Election Dee. 2)
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS
For Mayor

Leforest A. Thurston
Of Ward Seven

Ward One
Alderman—Louis R. Oates.
School Board—Donald O. Cum
mings.
Warden-Carrol L. Boardman.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. D. L. Kelsey.
Ward Two
Alderman—Capt. John Bernet.
School Board—Parker K Worrey
Warden—Allen V. Sawyer.
Ward Clerk—E. J. Morey.
Ward Three
Alderman—M. P. Lovejoy.
School Board— Mrs. Ruth A.
Ellingwood
—
Warden—Mrs. H. L. Karl.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. L. N. Lawrence.

Ward Four
Alderman—Edgar L. Newhall.
School Board—Clarence F. Joy.
Warden—H. J. Philbrook.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Fannie L. Dyw.
Ward Five
Alderman—William J. Sullivan.
School Board—Charles W. Morton.
Warden—Clinton A. Barbour.
Ward Clerk—Hazel W. Curtis.
Ward Six
Alderman—Myron E. Young.
School Board—Jesse Bradstreet.
Warden—Oeorge Williams.
Ward Clerk —Mrs Ella Cates.
Ward Seven
’
a Alderman—Harry L. Levensaler.
School Board—Oladys S. Morgan.
Warden—Vemon O. Giles.
Wark Clerk—Mrs Adella Walsh.
AGAINST NEW DEAL

Literary Digest Poll Indicates a
Marked Change In Sentiment
First returns in the Literary Digest's I
lO.OOOAOO-ballot poll on the acts and
policies of the New Deal to date Indicate a majority vote against the Administration. A tabulation of the first
five States to make returns. Oeorgia.
lowa. Kansas. Missouri and Oklahoma. appear in today's issue of the
Literary Digest.
The flrst returns Include 40.053
votes from the five States. The tabulation of the early balloting shows
53 38 per cent voting "no" and 46 .2
per cent voting "yes" in answer to the
question "Do you now approve the

acts and policies cf the Roosevelt
New Deal to date?"
A previous polll on the same quest.on conducted in the late spring ol
1934 revealed a national sentiment ot
6115 per cent for the New Deal to
28.85 per cent against it.

At The High School
(By the Pupils)

t

Mark Twain, the American humor
ist, and writer who made the Missis
sippi River a “literary river" was the
subject of an excellent address given
at Tuesday's assembly by William O
Fuller, neighbor. Mend, and esteemed
editor of The Courler-Oazette. This
address was presented as* an advanced
observance of the 100th anniversary
cf the birth of Samuel L. Clemens,
which falls on November 30.
As a splendid account of the ad
dress has already appeared In this
paper, details will not be here repeat
ed. but It may be said that the speak- j
cr made hls subject. "The Mark
Twain I Knew." so Interesting, that
hls hearers have now a desire to read
the works of this man. and thereby
know Mark Twain for themselves. It
was easy to form impressions of the
humorist when the spsaker compared
him to Will Rogers, and when he re
counted many stories and incidents
which are now treasured recollections
It was Indeed a rare privilege to listen 1
to one who had known Mr Clemens
personally, and we wonder if Mr. Ful-'
ler ln his gifted style of writing, in hls 1
eloquence of speaking, and ln the
clean humor he employs, is himself
not somewhat like Mark Twain, the
beloved humorist.

Inviting You
TO JOIN OUR

annsgivlng « •

1936

CHRISTMAS CLUB
This is thc “Annual call’’ to join our
1936 Christmas Club.
Did you ever stop to think that
most of the folks who are Christmas
shopping early this year, started their
Christmas saving a year ago?
It seems only yesterday that our
1935 Club members"signed up” to save
small sums weekly—and presto! today
they have hundreds of dollars. There’s
more than enough for gifts, so they’re
leaving the rest in the bank and start
ing again for Christmas, 1936.
Try it. Join early. Several plans to
choose from to fit your purse and
savings inclinations.

STARTS MONDAY MORNING. Turkey*
cn tale Saturday. We shall have a large lot of
turkeys to select from, including ail (izes from
8 to 20 pounds. It is n good plan to select ycur
tuikey early. You can let it remain in our mod
ern cco’ers until needed.

PERRY’S MARKETS
EVERYTHING you’ll need to serve thc delicious dinner that you’ve planned, from Appetizers to Mints! No
question about quality at PERRY’S either ... every item is selected according to our ur jal rigid standards! That
means more dependable fcod, satisfactory dishes . . . and greater economy in thc end!

TURKEYS

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.
ROCKLAND,

CAMDEN,

UNION.

VINALHAVEN,

WARREN

Let One of These Beautiful Turkeys bring joy to the
taste of your happy holiday dinners.
PLUMP AND TENDER ............................................... LB.

N. B. WE ACCEPT CONTRIBl TIONS TO TIIE W ILL ROGERS
MEMORIAL FI ND

• a • •

Ushers for the musical comedy,'
presented ln the auditorium Monday
and Tuesday evenings, will be Eleanor
Look, head usher. Margaret MacBride.
Ruth Harper. Barbara Orff. Vieno
Kangas. Margaret Rogers. Eleanor
Ames, and Rose Malburg
• • • •

FRESH KILLED NATIVE
One felt that he successfully put
aside his own personality and assumed
that of a youth of 300 years ago. a
boy with more daring than courage
who had Inherited a yellow streak but
with it some of the finer traits of his
mother. Hls mobile face, reflected hls
changing emotions, his piteous terror,
his struggle to pull himself together,
as he drew the dice for his life, re
ceived his sentence to be shot for
breach of parole, ar.d listened to the
revelation of hls father's cowardice,
-he father he had grown up to believe
a hero. If one were forced to choose
three or four stars from the twentythree players, he might well begin
with two freshmen, one of whom ls
Edwin Edwards, who played his part
yith both expressiveness and a convincing restraint.” It will be rememhered that Edwin Edwards who represented this school last year in the
State prize speaking contest, had the
distinction of winning first prize
• • • •

Delegates to the State YMCA
Conference In Bangor this weekend
are Carl Spear. Russell Nash. William
Karl, and James Skinner A com
munication from the State Secretary
Jeff Smith, states that plans for a
splendid conference have been formulated, with registration beginning ai
2 p. m. yesterday. Delegates from
“lis city left Friday noon, accom pan:ed by Mr Sezak. and will remain
until Sunday afternoon.
• • • •
Members of Miss deRochemont'!
freshman English classes are exchanging letters wtth pupils in the
Corpus Christi High Schoo!. Texas
The town is on Corpus Christi Bay‘he Oulf of Mexico, with a popu
lation of about 35 000 people, and deacriptlons of that part of the country
Plans are being made for a fresh
are proving interesting to those re- man social on Dec. 6th. and for a
cei'^ng letters.
Junior High social on Dec. 13.

Put in your kitchen one of the new

FRESH KILLED NATIVE

ib

CHICKENS

SAVE FUEL
BAKE QUICKLY

DUCKS
ib

PORK

lb 25c
lb 29c
ib
30c

GEESE

30‘

LITTLE PIG ROASTING PORK
-SMALL PIG PORK LOINS

• GLENWOOD
RANGES

35c

FOWL

28*

From Nearby Farms

MINCE PIES
Large and delicious—made from
a good old fashioned recipe.

Specially Priced
each

24c

JEL-SERT Gelatine Dessert ...... pkg 05c
SODA CRACKERS..............2 lb box 19c

Thrsf little things will add much to the effectivemss vou can
expect from your holiday staples.
R. 4 R. FIG
OCEAN SPRAY—DROMEDARY

Pudding, two 1 lb tins 53c Cranberry Sauce, 2 can 27c
Dromedary Dates,
2 pkgs 25c
Dill Pickles,
two 1 qt jars 35c
Peanut Brittle,
lb pkg 19c

SALADA TEA, Brown Label

A Complete Variety For Vour Inspection:

The best range that can be made.
Trade In Your Old Range
Priced from

$59
W

Large Budded Walnuts,
Mixed Nuts, fancy,

up

Pay only $1.00 each week if you wish

At the Junior High session held
As a part of the Mark Twain obTuesday evening, 285 visitors were servance Tuesday, a scene from “The j
ROCKLAND, ME.
present in the seven rooms. Classes Adventures cl Tom 8awyer." coached
llltf
in history, arithmetic, reading, music by Charlotte Mattatall and Florence
hygiene. English, and geography were Dean, was presented with Roger Perry ----- ———
held, with thia assembly program in as Tom Sawyer. Grant Davis as five, four, or three-sided base. Wilthe auditorium directed by Miss Huckleberry' Finn, and Robert Har- liam Anderson and Robert Chandlerr
Brcwne: "Star Spangled Banner " mon as Joe Harper. The costumes, have made pyramids with adjustable
LOOKING FOR SANTA chorus; “Sea Fever." Bobby Chisholm; j the campfire, and the simple but ade- sides and bases. Norma Monroe has
-------t
"Gypsy Slumber Song."
Laura quate setting were cleverly arranged made a cube. Elsie Rackllffe a tetraLightkeepers On the Maine Pomeroy; gypsy dance. Priscilla Bra- My the property managers. Robert, hedron. Frances Young an oblique
Coast Will GetAnnual zier, Ruth Seabury. Rcse Cuccinello chandler and Sanford Delano and a rectangular parallelepiped.
Visit From "Bill”
Anita Oatti, Shlrlene McKinney, and Charles Mitchell was chairman of the Oordon Flint a cone. Edward Hayes
_____
Marian Harrington; violin solo. Shir- assembly, with Dorothy Munro lead-, and Wendell Blackman a sphere. In
To storm-be-leaguered lighthouse lene McKinney; toe ballet. Beverly I ing the devotions. The orchestra, the plane geometry class, James
keepers along New England's gal? Bowden: poem. Jessie Olds; Dutch under the direction of Principal Hayes has contributed a poster and
swept coast there'll come this year dance, Barbara Soule and Eleanor Libby, plaved two selections. “Fort model airplane showing the use of the
an aerial Santa Claus who's Just Porter; "Three Black Crows." Perrv Washington" and "Rhode Island Boy triangle in aircraft, and John Blethen
has made artistic drawings to show
rounding out a quarter of a century Howard, Albert Pease, and Kent : Scout."
the use of the triangle in construc
in the air.
Olover; "Southern Belles." Patricia
• • • •
He's Capt. William H. Wlncapaw, Allen. Jessie Olds. Natalie Edwards.
There will be no school Thursday tion. foundations, and framework.
"Bill" to everyone who knows him, and Irma Thompson. The announcer j and Friday of next week, due to the

a jolly, stocky pilot whose forebears of this program was Billie Bicknell.
Thanksgiving holidays.
CAMDEN
• • • •
navigated the sea and whose son,
The tidy sum of $85 was realized
In the typewriting demonstration
Ffed Hartford while on a hunting
Massachusetts’
youngest licensed
pilgl. has elected to follow hls dad from the second annual apple drive given before the Parent-Teacher As- trip Thursday in Appleton shot a
held last Saturday, with Carl Sptar , sedation Monday evening, these large doe. A proud boy was Fred
aloft.
Bill made his first flight back in as general chairman. Tom Pietroski. ( students tcok part: Chairman. Eleanor when hearrived in town bearing his
Dorothea Merriam, and Louise Me- ' Johnson. Vesper Haskell, Barbara deershot with a 32 rifle.
1911 with Olenn Curtiss of early
aviation fame, and he's been flying Connell were the leading sellers, and Derry, Vivian Oakes. Virginia Willis,---------------------------------------------------ever since. When, a few days ago, each was presented with excellent ■ Eleanor Look. Vieno Kangas. Ida
prizes.
j Boy. Ida Shapiro. Mertie Lindsey,
Few who write to the newspa
Wincapaw joined aviation's "Over
per realize that thirty lines will
•
•
•
•
1 Nathalie Orne Marv Havener, WiniFifty" Club, an organization of active ,
secure a hundred readers, while
In special outside projects in Miss fred Dimick. Mary Sullivan. Margaret
aviators who have reached the half
half a column secures one.
Salmond's
classes,
Madeline
PhilRogers.
Barbara
Perry.
Virginia
Gray,
century mark, he celebrated at the j
same time 1,800.000 miles of skyway [ brick made some very Pretty French Helvi Rivers. Dorothy Munro. Alberta
trave]
' tallies. In this department there is Graves, Shirley Stanley. Louise
He hasn't kept any record of hls! now a French reading shelf where Moulaison, Marian Harvey, Rose Malhours in the air. but they have aver- ‘h«re is always a c°Py of ‘
: burg. Helen Winchenbach. Barbara
aged 1000 a year In recent years, and Journal," the French student sheet. 1 Rogers. Bryan Roy. Dominick CueBill still is going strong. He flies a iin which there u interesting news of cinello, Evangeline Murray, Robert
big thoroughly modern seven pas- the day8ames- Prench cross-' Burleson. Ruth Pike. Frederick Bartsenger seaplane, nowadays, in sharp word Pdzzles- Jokes- €tcJ
Virginia Haskell. Elizabeth Hamcontrast to the antiquated sea crate,
* ’ ’ ’
,
.
1 mond. Virginia Rackliff. Russell
play' Hickman, and Ethel Hayes.
from which he first gained flying I Ushers
Ushers for
f°r the
the seniorr class P
to be given next month, have been an
experience.
nounced by head usher. Dorothy
Speakers on subjects in commercial
Wincapaw first became interested
Thcmas. as follows: Charlotte Matta - geography were Barbara Peiry, Ru*h
in this Santa Claus 'business from his
tall, Marjorie Bartlett. Thelma : Rogers, and Eleanor Johnsen. Memexperience while based at Rockland,
Whitehouse. Nathalie Waldron, Miri- bers of the science class who presentsome years ago. There he made
am Wiggin. Florence Jordan. Mary| ed a program on the aspects of air
many a flight to the isolated islands
Richards. Margaret MacBride. Nellie w£re Inez Bowley, Vieno Massalin.
off the coast to bring stricken island
Teel, Arlene Havener, and Dorothy I s^omon Cohen. Eleanor Mattatall,
ers to mainland hospitals.
' Joseph Dondis. Harold Dondis. Anne
Robinson.
Now his Christmas flight Is regard
• • • »
Taylor, Edith Berggren. Austin Bill
ed as a regular fixture and those who
Quarterly exams are over, and re ings. Earl Cook, and Orant Davis as
QUALITY
wrest from life a lonely livelihood on port cards will be out Wednesday aft
chairman.
lighthouse and lightship look for ernoon.
and
• • • •
ward eagerly to the Christmas drone
Mariap Ginn and Evangeline Mur- |
of Wincapaw's plane. It means a
Staged at the Little Theatre at ray have assisted in the school office |
SERVICE
cheery package or two and a remind Bates College on Thursday and Fri this week.
• • n •
er that their existence ls not wholly day evenings of last week, before
at
forgotten.
capacity audiences, was 9. one-act
The geometry classes have been
REASONABLE
Wincapaw is not too interested in | play, “Allison's Lad," in which Ed- producing some unusual projects,
the politics of aviation, and he ! win Edwards, Jr. took part. The Lew- under the supervision of Miss Tower,
PRICES
doesn't think the government ought , iston papers have this to say about in connection with their work. Thc j
to be either. "Personally, I think the! the performance: "The play intro- seniors have made models of solid j
industry would develop faster and | duced a freshman, who, It is safe to figures out of drawing paper, figures
along safer lines if the Department, predict, will be one of the outstand- that might be put together easily to]
INC.
of Commerce would leave the avia-1 ing players in the next four years. It show the shape or taken apart to
Distinctive Memorials in
tion engineers and aircraft com- was sombre and tragic and "Allison's show their surfaces. Carl Spear has
Granite and Marble
panies alone," he declared. Aviation [ Son” was not an easy one for an ex- made a cylinder, Ralph Tyler and Thomaston, Me. East Union. Mr.
cannot develop successfully unless ! perienced player, but Edwin Edwards Sanford Delano have made prisms
Thoae 114-3
Phone 13-31
132Stf
was satitfyingiy cast in this role, that can be adjusted to have a six,
politics are kept out.”

Memorials

by Dornan

W. E. Dornan & Son,

Ib 21c
lb 21c

None Such Mincemeat 2 pkg 21c
Whipples

The little nice things that add zest to fresh foods
All thc best quality and specially priced

FOR 50 YEARS THE

QUALITY MINCE MEAT

2 Ib jar 29c

Moist Mincemeat,
Grandmother's

Mincemeat,

pkg 10c

RIBBON CANDY, 2 lb
Dixie Fruit Cake Mix,
G:nger Bread Mix,
Hrnhev
Chocol*Bars
w O
neisr.ey Mllk
&r Almond
—
Friends Plum Pudding,
Stuffed Dates,

box 31c
pkg 38c
pkg 21c
25c
—OC

•-> lb
Bars

can 23c
pkg 29c

Bulk Dates,
Raisins,

NoneSuch
MinceMeat

Conf, or Brown

Jf?'.;

'

GINGER ALE

12 bots 75c

each 35 c

CRISCO
BAKER’S CHOCOLATE

MORTON HOUSE

—The preof of the pudding is in
the eating.

10c
17c
08c
19c

25ozbot 10c

BEGGS’ HOME MADE
FRUIT CAKES

2 oz bot 21c

III/*

Stuffing,
pkg
Marshmallows, lb pkg
Citron,
4 oz pkg
Common Crackers lb

Sugar,
2 pkgs15c
Currants,
pkg 13c
Crystalized Ginger lb 59c

i lEINz^ PUDDINGS, Fig, Plum, Date
........ can 33c
Com Meal, 5 lb bag 19c I Sweet Mix. Pickles qt 23c
Cherries,
5 oz bot 10c | Lemon Peel, 4 oz pkg 08c

-I

. -X

—Oven Baked
/A
—Enough For Three
Servings
Tin X

Poultry Seasoning, pkg 9c
Stickney's

PALE OR
GOLDEN
NO CHARGE FOR BOTTLES

lb Cake Baking Chocolate Free

DATE PUDDING

3 lbs 27c
2 pkgs 15c

GINGER ALE,

Rumford Baking Powder can 19c

3 Crow Extracts,

1-2 Ib pkg 29c

and dorii 3oraet iheAe

Paper Shell Pecans, Castana Nuts,
Almonds. Fresh Roasted Peanuts
Walnut Meats. Salted Peanuts

NUTS

Burpee Furniture Co.

Smyrna Layer Figs,
lb 25c
Sour Pickles, two 1 qt jars 35c
Cluster Raisins,
pkg 12c

OLIVES
Mammoth Stuffed,

Stuffed 26 oz 49c
Plain, 26 oz 37c
Plain,
pt 25c
Stuffed,
pt 29c
7% oz jar 23c

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE...... lb 27c
ORANGE MARMALADE, 16 oz jar 21c
Supejr-Mix MAYONNAISE qt 39c; pt 23c

No Charge For Bottles

OYSTERS

pt 23c DEL MONTE FRUIT COCKTAIL.. .. .. .. .. .. Ige 21 -2 tin 23c

DRESSING

ON TIIE THANKSGIVING TABLE SERVE

White House Coffee, lb 21 c

DEL MONTE PEAS...... 2 tins 35c
HEINZ SOUPS................ 2 tins 25c
FROZEN STRAWBERRIES bx 23c

SNIDER’S FANCY
PUMPKIN, lge 2%
SQAUSH,

FRUIT CAKES
5 Ib.

$3.19

2 lb.

28 oz.

89c

55c

FRESH CRISP
14 oz.

25c

SWANS DOWN
CAKE FLOUR
Packed w ith 4 oz.
Calumet Baking Powder
and Cook Book

Serve Jell-o,
Pure Maine Honey,
Oranges for juice,

2 for

;
jar 25c
doz 35c

You ran get all kinds of Fresh Vegetables and
Fruita, so include many of them when you arc
planning your Thanksgiving Menu.

Native Green Mountain Potatoes........... peck 23c
Iceberg Lettuce ..................................... 2 heads 23c
Fresh Crisp Cucumbers............................ 4 for 25c
Extra Large Calif. Oranges....................... doz 49c
Delicious Apples.......................................... 6 for 25c
Tomatoes,
2 lbs 25c Chestnuts,
Ib 15c
Turnip,
lb 02c Cranberries, 2 qts 25c
Bananas
Grape Fruit
Sweet Cider
Leave Vour
Orders Here For
This Famous
ICE CREAM

Approved by Good Housekeeping Institute

Deliveries Made
THANKS
GIVING
MORNING
No Extra Charge
For This Service

Phila. Cream Cheese, 2 pkgs 19c
Sage Cheese............................. lb 33c
Mild Cheese............................ lb 23c
Blue Moon Spread............ pkg 20c
Chateau...... two 1-2 lb pkgs 29c

SWIFT’S FAMOUS

BROOKFIELD
BUTTER
1 lb roll 35c
ARMOUR'S
LARGE FRESH
SELECTED

EGGS
doz 34c

You Will Need
Several Loaves For
Your Dressing

PERRY’S SOFT CRUST

BREAD

CELERY
2 bchs 23c

LGE. 20 OZ.
LOAF

9c

Leave Your Order With Us For One of Roy Estes’ Famous Snow White Table Christmas Trees
DO YOUR SHOPPING AT OUR NEW PARK STREET MARKET
MAIN STREET
PARK STREET

DC
OU
I E/I\I\

I O

AMPLE PARKING SPACE

Kyf
A D WITTS
!▼ I/A IX M.
1 O

FREE DELIVERY
PHONE 1234

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
coming neighborhood ivsnts

Nov. 25-28—"And It Rained." Muilcal
MmwiY. oeneflt Parent-Teacher Aa
aoclatlon at High School Auditorium.
Nov. 28—Thanksgiving Day
Nov 28-36—Bull mooee hunting season
In Knoi County.
Nov 20—Thumaaton—(Lerture by A.
H Waite, Jr.. In Watts hall, benefit of
Nursing Association
Dec. 2.—Annual fair of Ruth Mayhew
Tent. D.U.V.
Dec. 4—Unlveraallat Fair.
Dec 6—Thomaaton—Adelyn Bushnell
In "The Late Christopher Bean" at
Watts hall, benefit Publlc Library
Dec 6— "The Burglary at Brown's"
given by Mrthebesec Club at High
8ehool auditorium
Dec 11—Christmas Fair of Rockport
Baotlst Ladles Circle
Dec IS—Legion Donation Day Strand
Theater.
DEC 19-20—Senior class play. "Adam
and Eva" at High School auditorium.

:
Mrs. Frank Harding has had the
'
telephone Installed 1018-J.

Henry B. Bird ana son Theodore
are hunting at Deer Isle for a few
days.
The regular Masonic Assembly will
be held as usual Thanksgiving night
at Temple hall.
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Rockland Lodge of Elks will vote
Monday night upon the matter of I
conferring three life memberships
Supper at fl 30.

CARINI’S
THANKSGIVING
DELICACIES

Almon Bird, popular letter carrier,!
Our store Is filled with delicacies
ls having a leave of absence until that add to the pleasure of ThsnksJanuary, made necessary by 111 I glvlng Oay.
Appetizers—Italian Anti Fasto,
health.
Anchovy Paste, Russian Caviar,
Rev. and Mrs. J. Charles MacDon Quern Olives, plain and stuffed.

ald who were ln Boston for the Oypsy
Smith evangelistic meetings, have
been giving inspiring reports before
various organizations of thelr church,
the First Baptist.

Funeral services for Irma Kanervo
will be from Russell Funeral Home.j
Sunday at 2 p. m. Interment In Sea 1
View cemetery.
Mrs. Frank Crockett, Oliver street.
, has again scored in the D&H. coal,
i this time taking second prize, five
| tons of the famous Perry sold fuel

Imported English Plum Pudding.
Malaga Raisins, loose and on the

stem.

The Finest Nut*—Walnut, Paper
Shill Pecan*., Paper Shell Almonds,
lainy Mixed Nuts.
Figs ar.d Dates, plain and
Manager Dondis of Strand Theatre *.tufl(d. Our own Freshly Salted
Nuts. < « ,,ilete line ol Candies
makes the pleasing announcement' and Favvra.
lhat "Top Hat" the sensational dan?GIFT BASKETS
ing success of Fred Astaire and Olnger
On? of our Gift Raskrts sen! to
Rogers will be at the Strand In the an individual or an entire family—
a most graeious remembrance.
Immediate future.
These baskets are carefully packed
and shipped to any destination.
Harold Coombs of this city and
Mail and phone orders given
William O. Yates of Warren have prompt attention.
brought belated dandelion blcssoms
to this office, and occupants of thc
Court House point out that the lawn
FRUIT AND CANDY SHOP
has been covered with them.
TEL. 640-M
ROCKLAND. ME.

The supper which American region
John L. Thomas and Frank E. Mc
Auxiliary was to have had tonight
Kinney. local candlopin artists, have
has had to be postponed owing to
a chip on each shoulder, as witnessed
repairs at the hall.
by the fact that they now challenge
any two bowlers ln Knox County lo a
The city matron will be pleased to 10-strlng match at the Star alleys.
give the names and addresses of those
families who will go without Thanks
Supt. F. L. S Morse will be guest
giving dinners unless friends supply speaker at the Lions meeting next
them. Telephone 1183-M.
Wednesday, and hls subject will be
-------| "Early Education In Knox County.”
American Legion Auxiliary will Supt. Morse is a member of the Rockmeet Monday at 7:30 for important' land club, and is a popular and fluent
business. Attention ls called to the ] speaker.

CARINI’S

Knox Lodge. I OO F . will have a
supper Monday night. Those not sollclted arc asked to take cake or I
pastrj. Supper at 6 30 There will
be rehearsal of the initiatory degree j
membership drive which ls on under
under the direction of the new degree
A
recent
Mexico
City
despatch
an

the able leadership of Mrs. Minnie
nounced the arrival there of Mrs. master'. All officers are asked to be
Smith.
Dwight Morrow of Englewood. N. J.,
and North Haven, accompanied by her
WILL PRINT WEDNESDAY
j daughter Constance, her son-in-law,
REPUBLICAN WORKERS
Aubrey Morgan, and her nephew,
|
Following a long established
|
Thr R) publican city commit
Richard Scandrettf on the way to
| custom The Courier-GazeIte will
tee
will
hold
an
open
meeting
at
'
Cuernavaca
to
spend
a
month
at
the
a go to press next Wednesday aftI
thr Court Howe next Monday
! late Ambassador's home.
. ernoon in order that its staff
j
right
at
7.38.
All
of
the
candi

may observe Thank: giving Day
I The general committee of the
dates (or w ard offices on the ReJ is a holiday. Advertisers, eorre| Maine State Bar Association, which
rublican ticket are a-ked to br

----------------- TWO SPECIALS NEXT WEEK-----------------

LADIES’ COATS

DRESSES

Rockland will have holiday lights
for Its business zone
For several
years lt has had the reputation of
being one cf thc most attractively j
decorated cities in the State.

Silk or Wool—One Piece

In Portland Thursday night Al |
Wilson knocked out Young Raymond
of Lewiston in the flrst round. Ponzi j
Cochran lost the newspaper decision
ln hls battle with Settle of Fort Wil
liams.

WHITE, TWO-PIECE AND VELVETS MORE
The appointee as genere. chairman ;
ls Miss Beulah Orbeton for the Edu
cational Club membership drive, she ,
having twice before won special
laurels for successful achievement m
this line.
•

Tlie new officers will occupy the
chairs for the flrst time Monday n'ght
when Huntley-Hill Post. VFW.
meet at the home of Mrs. Oeorgia
! meets at K. P. hall. Commander
Aylward. South Thomaston, Mon
, Oliver R Hamlin will announce hls
day afternoon tf the weather permits.
committees and there will be special
This is a postponed meeting frotnj
[ business. Tonight the VF.W. dance
last Monday which could not meet
series begins.
on account of bad weather.

The report that William Underwood
* Co were t0
the .anntng o(
Mrdlnes
thla cUy nrx. ifason
attributed to a member of the staff.
whlch was a sUp of th, pen Tn?
company w-m operate here as stated,
but the lnXormBtjon W£U> from
oty,er source
The Christmas Club conducted by ,
the Knox County Trust Company and
Rockland Savings Bank wtll make
distribution of funds one week from ;
today. While the amounts are not1
quite so large as in some former years I
they will lend Impetus to Christmaj,,
trade.

• ‘pendent. and contributors are
I asked to have materials in this
, office as early as possible.

Atwood Levensaler who is engaged
will arrange for a testimonial dinner I present, together wtth voters In| in special study at University of
to WUllam R Pattangall. retired chief ( terested in the success of the RrMaine, is to broadcast over Station
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court, | rublican ward ticket*.
WLBZ
Sunday. 330 to 4. Needless to
at the Augusta House. Augusta. Dec.
say there will be many listeners-ln
The November term of Superior j 3, was announced Thursday by Dana
Col. Carroll J. Swan, editor and ' for this feature, as Mr. Levensaler
Court cost Knox County 11511. The S. Williams of Lewiston, president of
publisher of the Old Farmer's Al- ls a gifted young man who has some-,
the
association.
The
Knox
County
receipts from fines and costs were
manac. died March 1st. but the pub- , thing to say and knows how to say it
$1200. but one-third of that amount members are Zelma XI Dwinal and
Ucatlon
was taken over by Little,,
------went to the State, because State | Ensign Otis; Lincoln County memBrown & Company of Boston, so here . Norman W. Lermond. director of
cfficers made the arrests.
bers. James B Perkins and Emerson
Is the 1935 edition, its brown covers Knox Arboretum, leaves m a few days
-------Hilton.
distending with the Information for his 11th winter in Florida. He
Directors of the New England Tele
phone and Telegraph Company votx! j
packed beneath them. The almanac has leased a cottage near St. Peters
ha- been published every year since burg. but will use it as a hailing port
“TOP HAT’
Thursday the regular quarterly dlvi- j
for many scientific expeditions in the
dend of $150 per share, the dividend J
1793.
COMING SOON
_____
: course of which he will gathy more
The sensational RKO feature
is payable Dec. 31 to stockholders of
“Top Hat" which ha» been scor
The Boston newspapers have had materials for the Knox Arboretitib
record Dec. 10.
ing a sensational hit wherever
quite a lot to say about large turnips Museum.
presented, is comigg to Strand
-------The Congregational church will be I Theatre. Rockiand. in thr im- | this faU. "Huh!" said Vesper Pack-J
open Tuesday forenoon to receive I mediate future. “Top Hat" stars I ard. the Rockland Highlands mer- j Dec 7 is the date set for the recepdonations of pies. Jellies and vege- j
that incomparable tram, Fred . chant. when he read the claims. For tton to Luke S. Davis. Grand PatriAstaire and Ginger Rogers danr- * on exhibition at hls store ls a turnip arch of the Grand Encampment,
tables for the Thanksgiving baskets j
ing and singing their way to a j weighing 23‘s pounds, raised by hls I.OOF. of Maine. All branches of
which will be distributed Tuesday I
flaming triumph. Irving Berlin . father. L. A. Packard, and recently J the order in Maine will be represented
afternoon. There ls special meed for
did the songs and lyrics and *
Mark Sandrlrh the directing.
j a 25 pound Ruta Baga was being by their respective grand officers and
pies for the' baskets. All articles 1
___ ______ I ' shown there by George 8herman I all Odd Fellows and Rebekahs are lnmust be at the church not later than [ _______
Large turnips, indeed!
I vlted. Refreshments will be served
noon.
AH roads Monday and Tuesday
_____
I after
option followed by a
annuai past Presidents Night dance.
The noted Norwegian soprano. evenings will lead to the High School
-------Kirsten Flagstad, will be heard in building where the musical comedv o( Edwin Libby Relief Corps took,
the Ford Hour Sunday evening, over "And It Rained!" will be presented place Thursday evening, with these t The $2,030,000 production Mutiny
the Columbia network. Probably no for the benefit of thc Parent-Teach- ' past presidents present: Mrs. Re- on the Bounty" will be shown at
singer today is being more heralded, er Association, a notable cause which t>ecca Ingraham, Mrs. Amanda j Strand Theatre Sunday. Monday,
both in this country and abroad. should serve to pack the auditorium choate. Mrs. Hattie Davies, Mrs Tuesday and Wednesday. This is the
than Flagstad who is claimed asthe I each night. The production is be- MUUe Thomas. Mrs. May Cross. Mrs most extraordinary picture ever filmed
greatestWagnerian
sopranosince lng coached by Miss Adelaide E. Riah Knight. Mrs Bertha Higgins, of men and the sea. It has been held
Nordlca's time.
Cross wh0 has had ex<*llent training ! Mrs Maud cables, Mrs Eliza Plum- over in many theatres and is thereand wide experience in this sort of meri mis Elizabeth Barton. Mrs fere being shown four days to acThe Curtis String Quartet, which work. A graduate of New England Adelm.-i Mullen and Mrs. Ida Huntley I commodate the frowds. Thursday
was heard in a Camden concert Conservatory where she specialized Fining thc chairs were Mrs. Cross i and Friday "Peter Ibbetson" with Gary
summer before last, will give its third in pageantry and dramatic produc- as presi.-’ent. Mrs. Knight as vice j Cooper and Ann Harding, will be
concert in as many years at Bowdoin j tion. she directed shows put on by j president. Mrs Thomas as treasurer' shown, and Saturday brings "It s In
College Dec. 2. presenting a program the Universal Productions for several j and >jis. Huntley as secretary. The . the Air" with Jack Benny and Una
of selections by Mozart. Hugo Wolf, months. Miss Cross is exceptionally new off'eers are: President. Mrs Merkel.
and Brahms. The members of the talented, a singer, pianist, dancer and Knlgn'; !ce preside-.t, Mrs. Higgins; |
-------Maurice K. Shepherd left Thursday
Quartet are Jascha 'Brodsky, violin director. “And It Rained." ls a' treasurer Mrs. Thomas; secretary.
ist; Charles Jaffe, violinist; Max sparkling comedy, with
tuneful Mrs cables; color bearer. Mrs for West Palm Beach. Fla. where he
Aronoff, viola; Orlando Cole, cellist. numbers, a delightful story, and Mullen. Miss Doris Hyler In tribute j wlu be employed at the Palm Beach
charming dance and chorus effects to her mother, the late Mrs Hattie, Food Market, managed by William
Outstanding in Maine musical The cast embraces nearly a hundred McCloud, a past pcsident, presented, Wal1- ln whose employ he was last
activities is the engagement of the boys and girls drawn from the High 1 each past president v th a carnation. | winter Maurice has been employed
Don Cossack Russian Male Chorus at and Junior High Schools. Don't miss supper piriidlng the meeting was 016
five years- during summer
Portland City Hall. Monday. Dec. 2. a good time and the opportunity to in charge M Mrs. Doris Ames, with months. at the WiUiam Olendennlng
under the auspices of the Music aid the PTA in their noteworthy work Mrs. Ve rna Marsh In the dining market and says, If all "Bills" were
Teachers Association. This organi of providing milk and other neces- room. Candles formed effective as fine to work with as those at
zation. formed in a prison camp, h sities for the under privileged school' decorations for the tables. An enter- "Ran") and his Southern managermade up of ex-officers of the Czar's chUd.
j tainment featured songs and duets 1 there would be just one thing less to
Imperial Army. It ls a memorable
~------- —
—..— —
------j by George
Huntley
andj Nathalie "Glen's" market (not • forgetting
The Auxiliary to Anderson Camp. Edwards. a sortg and -tap dance by worry about.
experience to hear them. Full details
of the Portland appearance may be S.U.V., in a Joint installation with | Margaret Huntley, and a dance by
More than 100 Knox County fight
obtained by calling Mrs. Gladys the Camp Wednesday night, installed [ Mary Egan
these officers: President, Mrs. Eliza-1
'______________________________. fans negotiated the fogbound high
Morgan. Telephone 794.
beth Barton; vice president, Mrs. Ido
ways to Augusta last night for th?
j purpose of seeing Joe Louis, the
Give your wife and family a square Huntley; past president, Mrs. Velma
deal. Come to the new Hotel Rock Marsh; patriotic instructor, Mrs
“Brown Bomber." who is going to be
land for your Thanksgiving dinner Josephine Lothrop; secretary, Mrs
) the next heavyweight champion of
1 the world Nor were they disappoint
and enjoy a real treat without the May Cross; treasurer, Mrs. Mae
bother of preparing your own turkey. Reed; chaplain, Mrs. Carrie Win
ed for the Brown Bomber used some
All you can eat for $1.00. Make your chenbaugh; guide. Mrs. Eliza Plum
of his sparring partners pretty
reservations now, telephone 580.—adv. mer; assistant guide. Mrs. Btella Mc
, rcughly. one of them being knocked
Rae; colors guards. Mrs. Doris Ames
i out within touching distance of the
j sports editor of this paper. The
Rummage sale. I.O.O.F. haU, School Mrs. Doris Winchenbaugh; Inside
street. Tuesday, Nov. 26 opening at 9 guard, Mrs. S. Helen Paladino; out
i young colored prizefighter who has
AMBULANCE SERVICE
o'clock.
140-141
side guard, Mrs. Evangeline Sylves
flashed like a meteor across the
ter; counselor. Col. E. K. Gould;
' pugilistic horizon, ls evidently a man
A New Nash, perfectly
For Thanksgiving a 1-pt. decorated pianist. Mrs. Bessie Sullivan; press
I of few words, for he neither smiled
cake made of Fro-Joy Butter Crunch correspondent, Mrs. Nellie Achorn.
equipped invalid coach, is of
' nor talked In the 20 minutes he wa-s
ice cream, 35c. Leave orders today Mrs. Lillian Farnham of Waterville,
J In the Augusta ring last night and
fered for handling accident
with .vour nearby ice cream dealer for department president, installed ln an
might as well have been a statuecases, transporting invalids and
delivery Thanksgiving morning.
impressive manner, and was i pre
' But when he launched those powersimilar emergency uses.
j ful fists, oh, boy! Tommy Regan of
140-141
sented with a gift. There were
I Rcckiand had the better of Frisco
visitors from Waterville, Hallowell,
Augusta, Westbrook, Bath, Warren.
Dick, and Battling Sukeforth was do
1855
1935
The Auxiliary presented the Camp
ing things to Gabby Poulin when hi-s
with a flag. Supper preceding in
strength failed and the Rockland
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
stallation was in charge of Mrs.
man's seconds tossed in the towelWaldoboro, Me.
TEL 662
Oliver Hamlin refereed most of the
122Stf Velma Marsh, Mrs. Doris Ames, Mrs.
9 CLAREMONT ST., ROCKLAND fights, and kept the leather pushers
Artistic Memorials in Stone Florence Young and Mrs. Gladys
135tf
Thomas.
busy.

Russell Funeral Home

THE FORD CLEANERS AGAIN BRING YOU
THE GREATEST BARGAIN IN DRY CLEANING

WHITE AND FUR TRIMMED EXTRA

“CARRY AND SAVE” all you can while these bargains last!
• •>

LIMEROCK STREET

BUILDING
LIMEROCK STREET
AMERICAN LEGION
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TOO MUCH DISREGARDED

A correspondent rightly suggests
that this paper would like to reprint [
the following clipping:
Stop!
At the Unlversallst church Sunday j
"Stop!” say., the sign You aee
at 10:45 Rev. John Smith Lowe D. D.
will have as hls topic "Carrying the it everywhere at the junction of side
Church." The church school will streets with main thoroughfares. It
meet at noon, also the Knickerbocker does not mean to hesitate or to slow
down. Nor does lt mean to sound
Class (men) ln the auditorium and
your horn and barge ahead as though
1 Mrs. Glover's women's class at her
the horn could blow oncoming traffic
home. Chapin Class meets Tuesday
out of your way. And it does not say
evening with Mrs. H E. Oomins.
‘Oo on, If you think best.” It means
• • • •
‘Some Fundamental Principles of evactly what it says—Stop! The
Thanksgiving" will be the subject of definition of stop ls "to cease from
Rev. C 3. Olds at tlie Congregational
Church Sunday at 10:30 a. m. Sun
day School at 9:30 and Berean class
studying “Revelation and the Bible" j

i
SERMONETTE

Thanksgiving—1935

Some days ago the writer
steamed down across Massachu
setts Bay on the steamship "Bos
ton.” It was cold, even with
heavy wraps. As we got down
Into the bight of the cape and
opposite the entrance to the
canal we were stopped from en
tering; a large steam freighter
had the right of way blocked. So
the great ship drifted for over
half an hour.
My thoughts went back to
that first Thanksgiving day.
How very cold, bleak and inhos
pitable that dark shore must
have been. Log huts, cold and
Inadequate, ln a strange land,
away from kin and beset with
savages. What had our ances
tors to be thanklul for in the
midst of the black, bitter New
England weather?
I glanced
over the warm, well-lighted,
palatial steamer. equlpoed with
every comfort, in easy reach cf
land with radio, soeed and a full
crew. My soul! how ungrateful
and thankless we are.
>
Over to port. Provincetown,
and to starboard. Plymouth. No
friendly lights greeted them, but
the whole cape ablaze for us
These Pilgrim fathers had faith
in God and believed He would
not entirely forsake them; and
He did not. We steamed on to
New York, past the scene of the
Portland disaster: the wreck of
the City of Columbus; and as day
broke, the Oeneral Slocum's"
place cf death. We sailed safe
ly where they perished.
Let us give thanks today to the
God of all mercies and forget fol
a while our troubles.
William A. Holman

At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal)
Rev. E O Kenyon, rector, services
for tomorrow will be. Matins at 7.15;
Holy Communion at 730; church
school at 030; Holy Eucharist and
teimon at 10.30; Vespers at 7.30,
Thursday. Thanksgiving Day, Holy
Communion at 7:30.
Friday. St.
Andrew's day Holy Communion at
7 a m.
• • • •

At First Church of Christ, Scien
tist, corner of Oedar and Brewster
streets, Sunday services are at 10:30
and the suEject of the Lesson-Ser
mon tomorrow will be "Soul and
Body." Sunday School is at 11:46.
Wednesday evening testimony meet
ing is at 7:30. The reading room is
located at 403 Main street, and open
week days from 2 until 5 p. m.

BURPEE’S
Funeral Service
AND

Funeral Parlors
1 Established 1840

Licensed Embalmers and
Attendants
John O. Stevens,
Alden Ulmer
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews

Day or Night Telephone
450
Representatives In all large cities
io the United States and Canada

AMBULANCE
Service Is Instantly available.
Experienced attendant# on duty.

Day and Night Telephone
450
361 MALI 8T„

ROCKLAND, ME.

20-W

.
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any motion or action.”
Too many drivers do not believe in
signs. A railroad engineer who drives
a locomotive the way most persons
drive an automobile would lose his
Jeb so quickly he would not know what
hit him. Yet the railroad engineer
has a comparatively open right of
way, wheteas the motorist has 'to
meet a hundred different crises which
do not confront the engineer.
When a motorist exercises the right
of private Judgment regarding stop
signs he is endangering the lives of
others as well as hls own. One of hls
flrst lessons should be to learn that
the stop sign means stop, and nothing
else.

OPENING

at 11:46. Comrades of the Way will
devote the major part of thelr pro
gram to the initiation of new mem
bers.
• • • •
‘ At the Littlefield Memorial Church
Sunday Rev. Clyde Taylor, a re
turned missionary, will supply the
pulpit morning and evening. Church
school at 11:45; Intermediate and
Senior Christian Endeavors at 8;
evening worship at 7:15 with special
music. Junior World Wide Guild
Tuesday meets at 4:30 and prayer
meeting at 7:30. Union Thanksgiving
services Wednesday evening at 7:30.
• • • •
At the Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church Sunday services will be 9:30
a. m.. Friendly Men's Bible Class.
10:30 morning worship; 12 m., Baraca j
Class and Church school; 6:30 p. m..J
Epworth League; and 7:30. evening
worship. The pastor’s sermon topic
at the morning servloe will be "Olvi lng Thanks." In the evening there
will be a stereoption lecture on "Thc
World's New Day and Alcohol.”
• • • .

PARK SEA GRILL RESTAURANT
ROCKLAND. MAINE

PARK STREET

Under New Management
GEORGE E. LEWIS, Prop.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 24

Full Course Chicken Dinner,
PLENTY TO EAT

50c
NO BEER

141*lt

BAKED BEANS AND COLE SLAW
Today at The PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT
25 CENTS ,

Telephone 1380—Will Reserve Yours
BUSINESS FOLKS' SPECIAL

25 CENTS

A Delirious Special Supper Tonight

69Stf

THANKSGIVING SPECIALS
EVERYTHING TO MAKE YOUR DINNER A
SUCCESS

The subject of the Thanksgiving
Sunday morning sermon at the First
Baptist Church will be: "The Baskets
of the Lord." The church school Will
meet at noon. Thc Endeavorer’s
Inspiration Hour will be at 6 o'clock
with Thelma Whitehouse as the
leader. The people's evening service
will open at 7:15 when Mr. Mac
Donald's subject will be: "A Three
fold Thanksgiving." The annual
union Thanksgiving service will be
held In the Littlefield Memorial
Baptist Church Wednesday evening
at 7:30.
WHERE TO SERVE IT
j A recent Augusta Item was to the
j effect that the "Ccmmittee of 100.”
! an organization of wealthy United
States Industrialists who winter ln
Florida, will hold its annual northern
] dinner in Maine next fall, according
to Gov. Lcuis J. Brann, who an
nounced receipt of a telegram from
the board of governors, which had
met at Miama Beach, Fla., and voted
unanimously to accept Maines Invi
tation which had been extend
ed by Governor Brann at the com
mittee's dinner in Boston this year.
Brann said he had not decided where
in Maine the dinner would be served.
Let The Courier-Gazette suggest
that the one place for It ls the Samo
set, at Rockland Breakwater, with Its
superior facilities for entertaining,
with the grand ocean view on the side,
and Cadillac, The Knox Memorial
and other great Main? features to de
light the visitors.
BORN
RAWLEV-McINTOSH -At Hallowell. Nov.
16. bv Rev. Walter P. Bradford. Har
land I- Rawley of Tenants Harbor ahd
Marv E McIntosh at Rockland
PREDRICKSON-At Brockton.
Mass.
Nov. 19. to Mr and Mrs Carl Fredrick
son, a daughter, Joyce Dianne.
HUTCHINS—At

DIED

Waldoboro,

Fancy Selected Turkeys................................... Ib

Some Gosd Fresh Turkeys.............................. Ib
Native Capons ..................................................... lb
Native Fowl .......................................................... Ib
Native Chickens ................................................... Ib
Native Geese......................................................... Ib
Native Ducks.......................................................... Ib
Little Pig Pork Roast ................................................ Ib

21.1

Harold Oeorge Infant son of Mr and i
Mrs. Wilson Hutchins of Waldoboro
aged 3 days. Interment ln Nobleboro. j
CARD OF THANKS

We wish to thank all our friends i
who assisted and sent floral offerings.,
during our bereavement
Walter O
Robinson and family, [
Arthur L. Robinson, A. H Robinson and
famlly.
*

.36
.35
.28
.32
.30
.30
.29

Onions
Turnip
Squash
Carrots
Lettuce
Ripe Tomatoes Cucumbers Green Peppers
Sweet Potatoes
Celery
Cranberries
New Mixed Nuts
Cluster Raisins
Pop Corn
Ribbon Candy
Famous Chocolates
Oranges
Grape Fruit
Bananas
Grapes
Fancy Apples
Grape Juice
Grape Fruit Juice
Tomato Juice
Tomato Juice Cocktail
Cranberry Juice Cocktail
Crackers and Cheese in Great Variety
Dates and Figs
Plum and Fig Puddings
Peanut Brittle
Home Made Sausage
“FrQ-Joy” lec Cream Cakes...................... each

Nov.

.40

These are very fancy, young and meaty.

.35

Made of Butter Crunch Ire Cream, decorated.
A good serving for four people.

J. A JAMESON CO.
743 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 17

ON THE MIAMI
MERRY-GO-ROUND
with DICK REED

(Third Installment I

Wc reached Asheville around mid
night and spent a few hours of rest
at a small hotel ln Saluda. 8. C.
Next morning we ate in Augusta,
Oa. and then started on that long,
tiresome run dowh to Waycross and
Jacksonville We arrived at Daytona
Beach and found talk of a hurricane
playing around off the Florida coast
We drove down to the Beach and the
seas were coming in with great fury.
We stayed at Ormand and Jake had
his first taste of orange Juice direct
from the trees. Tlie proprietors of
the tourist homes in Florida make a
practice of pepping tired travelers up
with a big glass of this refreshing
liquid before they go to their slum
bers.
Bright and early next morning we
were off to Miami. The wind was
still blowing hard and the skies
south looked threatening.
The
natives said that it was typical hur
ricane weathek
We stopped for gas at New Smyrna
and the attendant informed us that
a "twister" was expected to hit the
coast between Fort Pierce and
Miami within an hour or two and
advised us not to penetrate Into the
threatened area deeper than Vero
Beach. We continued to Fort Pierce
and the wind was growing stronger.
We were advised to stay there but
kept on to Stuart where a lunch
room owner informed us that it
would be very foolish to go farther
South. Cars were coming out of the
threatened area in droves and
tourists bound South were stopping
at Stuart and points North until the
danger was over. We heard radio
dispatches trom the Miami stations
telling the world that the blow was
liable to strike any minute and that
the wind was then blowing 45 miles
an hour in that city.
• • • •
It was blowing equally as hard in
Stuart and the sky to the South was
most forbidding. When we got in
the car I asked Jake If he was game
to continue. ‘Sure,” says he. We
started South.
It was difficult at times to keep the
car on the road. Roadside signs
were blowing down and limbs were
coming off the trees. We came to
the ocean at Jupiter and soon dis
covered what a real blow was like.
The seas were rolling in. Nothing bu:
white combers could be seen. Th?
tide was very high and the surf
washed over the highway. Out in
that awful Jumble of mad ocean we
saw a freighter laying to and taking
it plenty tough.
Dirty looking white clouds rushed
by at a mad pace. We had never
seen Nature act so strangely or look
so mean. We would never have for
given ourselves if we had held back
and missed that thriller.
As we neared Fort Lauderdale it
was really blowing. Great palms
were bowed down almost to earth.
8igns were being torn from their
frames, limbs were flying from trees
and pole lines were bending nearly
to the breaking point. Every once
in a while a gust of wind would strike
the car and literally lift it into the
shoulder of the road. One we were
forced into a sandbank.
• • • •

Every-Other-Day
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destruction and devastlon could be
caused ln such a short time. Hardly
a pole was standing. (Incidentally
the Florida Light and Power Com
pany suffered over a million dollar
loss). The roof was off of tlie Dania
High School and scattered over the
lawn and the highway.
Small
wooden homes were either blown
completely away or upset. There
would be a floor left with only a
Frlgldaire (how about a cigar John)
or the washing machine intact. A
railroad station was completely
wrecked.
Filling stations were
amass of ruin. Thousands of trees
were uprooted and the water stood
two or three feet deep on the high
way ln places.
Our motor drowned out in one of
those miniature oceans and I had a
merry time trying to dry the plugs
off out ln that wind and rain. A
car came along and towed us into
town.
Miami looked to be a wreck as we
toured through on the end of a
lowline. A garage fixed us up along
with a couple of thousand of other
cars and we spent the rest of the
night touring the city and watching
the excitement Folks found large
yachts on their lawns. The water
was three feet deep on Biscayne
Boulevard. The causeways to Miami
Beach were nearly Impassable Poles
and trees were down everywhere,
thousands of windows were out
Signs were down and nearly every
wooden building was damaged to
some extent.
It was especially weird at the
Beach The streets were flooded, the
lights out and Ocean Avenue was
Uttered with stricken palm trees A
freighter was sending up rockets off
of the Beach. The wind was still
howling. It was a rough old night in
the Cities of the Sun.
• • • •
The Miami Herald came out with
an extra and the streamer headlines
said "Yankee Hurricane Sweeps
Oreater Miami Area, etc . etc. That
caused plenty of laughs from the
thousands of Northerners. It was a
treak storm having made up in
Northern waters and it gave the
Florida boosters a great excuse to lay
it on to somebody. Incidentally the
next morning the main headlines ln
some of the papers were shared
equally between the storm and a
“Northern Cold Wave." Oldtimers
told me that the wind was as bad as
the great storm of 1926 but caused
less damage as the city was better
prepared and the buildings in better
shape.
So after a narrative of our trip
you can plainly see why that Jake is
sort of befuddled. A fellow down
here ls advertising for a good dry
milker and he may take the Job but
my guess is that he will find some
thing to do that will allow him to
live in Miami. I think he likes the
town.
'
Later I will send up some dope
about the Job situation and prospects
for the season down here.
• • • *

STARTS AT STRAND FOR FOUR DAYS
j
[

|
'
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PLEASANT POINT

VINALHAVEN

Miss Belle Orne R.N., who has em
ployment in Bucksport has been at
home on a short visit.
Mrs
Percy Winchenbaugh of
Friendship is taking the place of Miss
Lizzie Young in caring for Mrs. Fannle Morse who ls confined to her bed.
Miss Young is at the George Cazallts
home for tire present.

Union Church choir met Thursday
evening with Mrs. Leroy Ames for
rehearsal.
Rev N F Atwood, pastor ot Union
Church will preach a Thanksgiving
sermon Sunday at the 11 o'clock serv
ice
Miss Cora Crabtree went Wednes- i
day to Belfast where she wil! spend
the winter. Miss Carrie Oinn accom
panied her to Rcckland.
,
Mr and Mrs Charles Young have
returned from Crockett's River where
they passed a tew months at their
old home.
Hector Carney went to Boston
Wednesday. Mrs Carney and son are
visiting relatives in Hall Quarry.
During their recent trip to Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Littlefield enjoyed
a visit with Mrs Bertha Raymond
and Miss Sara Smith in Fruitland
Park, where thev are located in their
cozy bungalow, surrounded bv flowers
of many beautiful varieties. Mrs. |
Raymond and Miss Smith wish to be'
remembered to friends here. They 1

Miss Lena Seavey was a visitor
Friday in this community.
Miss Mina Woodcock of Cushing
visited at the home of L O Young
and L. P. Stlmpson from Sunday
until Wednesday, spending thc re
mainder of the week at the A. T.
Seavey residence.
Miss Gladys Seavey RN . of Port
land has been passing a few days
with her parents Mr. and Mrs. A. T.
Seavey.
Miss Ella Maloney of Portland was
' recent guest of her sister Mrs Sarali
1 Seavey. and is now with her brother
| and family Mr. and Mrs. W. G.

AT PARK THEATRE MONDAY-TUESDAY

j Maloney.
Dixie I.re is starred as the most adorable ot the 48 glamorous redheads,
Riley Davis and Lawrence Stlmp
Clark Cable and Charles Laughton in
son were visitors Friday in Roekland are looking forward to coming to this pick of the rution'o beauty, In “Redheads on Parade." Teamed with John
“Mutiny on the Bounty"
Boles, she sings, dances and romances in thia colorful, spectacular extrava
Miss Edith Orne is with relatives town next summer.
j in Friendship for a visit.
ganza.—adv.
Miss "Marv Neilson entertained
Several from this community at- friends Wednesday night at her home I
Proclaimed the greatest of all sea have never since had their equal In
1 tended services Sunday when Rev
dramas. "Mutiny on the Bounty" naval history; Bligh and his eigh
Mrs. H. A. Townsend and niece
MaeCaul of the Advent Christian
opens Sunday for 4 days after being teen loyal seamen sailing 4 000 miles
Thelma Bright are in Medford, Mass
ln an open boat; escaped mutineer* Church of Portland was present, j Boys and girls Interested ln forming j
more than a year tn production
-by "Movie Spotlight”
showing stereoptlcon slides which
In the annals of the sea there is no seeking refuge with their native
a
basketball
team
are
requested
to
were entertaining and helpful. Rev.
Richard CrotHeveU neuer
more fascinating story than that wives; Bligh s return and the capture
meet Thursday afterncon Nov. 28. in 1
Mr MaeCaul ls also a splendid
uwets ft see, snuiL, or tilde
told of the Bounty which set sail of several of the mutineers; another
speaker Present also was Mr. Brews Town hall.
from England In 1787. bound for shipwreck and Bligh again in an
another
fish I Detsinsj the
Book week at the Public Library I
ter. a friend of long and valued
Tahiti In charge was Lieut Bligh. open boat at the mercy of the sea
was obrerved the past week with in- i
standing in thus section
ftiminq
of wharf scenes in,
a harsh taskmaster Storms length on a 3.500 mile cruise; and the final
teresting exhibits from pupils in the
A
concert
will
be
held
at
the
school
Unknown Woman"
ened the voyage, food ran low and as naval courtmartial back in England
house Wednesday at 7 o'clock, by public schools.
Bligh s temper increased he raged at with all its tragedy and faded hopes
Dick
was swamped in fish.
Anne Louise Polk returned home!
Three of u.e greatest actors either the School Improvement League. It
his underfed and embittered crew.
P-Srlk
stood aces hicfburiffi
stormy tt will be held Friday at the | Tuesday after spending the weekend
The golden days that followed the on stage or screen head the cast of
some
hour.
The
program
wtll
be
of
with
her
parents.
Mr
and
Mrs
Walter
stnuf
cats
I
arrival at Tahiti temporarily quieted more than fifty featured players
a
Thanksgiving
nature.
E
Polk
tn
Augusta.
hts men. but shortly after the start, They are Charles Laughton, as
D.DGM. Leroy Chatto of Rock
of the return voyage Bligh's tyran- Captain Bligh; Clark Gable, as
MARTINSVILLE
land made an official visit to Moses
ny brought rebellion to the breaking Fletcher Christian. leader of the
| Webster Lodge F AM and installed
point and his men rose in mutiny.
mutineers and. Franchot Tone, as
Mrs. F. H Pierson entertained the I offlcers assisted b.v Grand Marshal.
Then followed adventures that Midshipman Byam —adv.
Farm Bureau Wednesday afternoon Jesse Bradstreet also of Rockland and
on him Next he tried another place they wanted to lay up against a wall Election of officers was followed by, by Past Master O. C Lane as grand
tea served by the hostess
J chaplain. The officers were: W M .
It was O K. with the boys at city ; and fall asleep
• • • •
Mr and Mrs Oeorge F Nichols of David Duncan; S. W. Alfred Lawry;
hall because it was a punk stand and
It has been awfully warm down Everett, Mass, were callers last J. W . Curtis Webster; secretary. C. L.
he probably wouldn't do any business
Boman; treasurer. Edgar Bradstreet: !
if he set up But—first he must here but one can stand a lot of that weekend at their home here.
Joseph
Hooper
recently
passed
chaplain. O. C. Lane; S D . Oeorge
after
reading
everyday
about
snow
place a bon and pay a lot of license
fees. All this for Just a driving and freezing temperatures In some several days here. He is making hts Lawry; J D„ Leroy Ames; S. 8 .
range What would it be if he was go i part of the North Northern winter home in Rockland for the coming \ Frank Rossiter; J. S Calvin Vinal:
tiler. E M Hall. DDO M Chatto
weather is the main subject of newsmonths.
ing to open a hotel or something.
.1| Wilfred Hooper returned Monday 1 inspected the work on JPellowcraft
for
the
papers
here.
I
wonder
what
, These rules and regulations must
I from a motor trip to Worcester. Mass, degree. After the ceremonies he prebe made. I understand, to keep out they find to print in the summer.
(The End)
Rodney Simmons. Adelbert Sim- rented Past Master O. C. Lane a vet- '
fly by nigh ters, crooks and other
_____________
;
mons
and Harold Hupper are home! eran's badge, from the Grand Lodge
undesirable elements.
....
t
from deer hunting, each with the of Maine. Mr. Lane fittingly respond-,
Just to give vou an idea of ho*
SAFETY AND RUM
desired animal. Now on to moose tug. He is the only Masonic veteran
At the Columbia. Studios

UNUSUAL FACTS REVEALED

_ . ...
. ,
_ ■ hunting!
' in the ninth district, who is now an
prices uc ua
n
___
Medomak Writer Points To Mrs E R Maxwell has recently active officer in his lodge DDO M
a fine room at a downtown hotel for
Inconsistent "’Ads” In the bought the Hastings house which she Chatto also presented a veterans
$4 a week Today he was notified
1 badge to W. S. Vinal and Past Masis now occupying.
that the price would be raised to 812
Portland Paper
j Mrs. J H. Larkin, on return from | ter C. E Boman. at their homes as
next Monday. He moved out Every
a recent motor trip to Providence. they were unable to attend the meetbody's getting ready to cash tn when Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
In
a
recent
issue
of
a
Maine
daily.
»ccompanled by Capt Larkin ing
the crowd moves in from the North.
,
who will spend several weeks at
A public bridge party was held
one quarter of a page space was .
1 home.
Tuesday evening under the auspices
Met Pete Moran, former golf pro at
given to an appeal for highway
Mrs F B Balano of Staten Island, of the Ladies of the OAR First
the Country Club on the street the
safety by the Maine Casujty ' N. Y„ enroute home, recently visited honors went to Miss Muriel Chilles
other day. He ts down here looking
and second to Mrs. Edith Vinal
for a connection in his line. We Co. The center of this space reads, her sister in Woburn, Mass.
Highest score in 63 was won by Mrs.
------------------played golf at the Miami Springs "An aroused public opinion can make
George Kay.
Course last Sunday. It’s an 18 hole the highways safeAround these j
CUSHING
Mrs. W Y Fossett returned Wed
A lot of folks I know up in the lay-out and the green fee only 50
words are authentic accounts from
nesday from Boston.
Eastern part of Maine are going to cents a day until the 15th when it
The
Pleasant
Point
school
will
various newspapers of deaths and
A small crew of stonecutters are
be disillusioned when they read this. went up to $1
It is a municipal
present an entertainment Wednes
|
employed by the Bishop Company at
Florida does not have a six to eight course. The Florida courses cannot accidents caused by motorists.
day at 7.30 at the schoolhouse. If
month season as most of us up there compare with those in the North.
At the National Safety Congress stormy the program will be post City Point.
A delegation of Vmalhavenites are
ln the North have been led to believe. Too much sand aqd tangled grass.
held Oct. 14-18 in Louisville, it was poned to Friday at the same hour.
in Boston this week to attend the
In fact the period when the tourists
Merton Bessey of Freedom is guest
shown that 75 percent of the Injuries
Vinalhaven reunion to be held today
flock in with full pocketbooks to start
Jake Juura has gone back to milk and deaths were alcohol accidents. of Chester Young.
Mrs. Edward Greenleaf and son
the cash registers ringing a merry ing after all. He got a Job on a dairy
should help arousc
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lundenthal
Edward, Mrs. Fred Greenlaw. Mrs.
tune, is but a very little longer than out In the Everglades I drove out to
of New York have sold their home in
Leroy Ames and Mrs. Vaughn John
our own season back up there. It is I
see him and decided I didn't want 1 ion concerning hignway safety, if the that place and have shipped their
the same old cry down here. "Season | anything to do with it when I saw a makers of public opinion are sane goods to the Frank Crute house, son returned Thursday from Rock
too short" “Only three months to great six-foot water moccasin, one and sober, but did you ever try to formerly occupied by W. R. Beckett. land.
Mrs. Malcolm Hopukins spent Wed
On the outskirts of Fort Lauder make enough to get us through the of the deadliest snakes in these parts, reason with a person who had been Mr and Mrs. Lundenthal arc ex
nesday in Rockland.
year"
"lose
in
the
summer
all
we
dale it hit with all its fury. I was
crawl under the barn. Knowing ' indulging in even one drink of bever- pected dally. The latter is the former
Mrs Anna Coombs Paulitz who has
driving like a drunken man. The made in tbe winter", etc.
Jake's dislike for snakes. I didn't
Mrs. Dorothy Schmid of this towrr.
been guest of her sister Mrs Sidney
' age alcohol, and with what success?
All
you
have
to
do
to
find
addi

car was all over the road. Trees were
mention it.
Mr. Crute has had the residence
Winslow, went Thursday to Rockland
But let us take another look at this wired and thoroughly renovated.
• • • •
being uprooted. Pole lines were fall tional proof of this statement Is to
Mrs. Frank Winslow was hostess
come
to
Florida
around
the
first
of
ing. A wooden shack crumpled. A tin
Mr. and Mrs. Shelddn Kent (Sylvia
When Pete and 1 were playing timely warning, and lo and behold!
Wednesday to the 4 A s. She also en
roof flew through the air and wrap November and contact a few business golf we were joined by Freddie Ralph Right beside this appeal to lessen the Wotton) have rented the Sherman
tertained the Washington Club reped itself around some high tension men. They will tell you. but probab of Northeast Harbor who used to fly slaughter on our roads, and occupy place and will move there when Mr.
j cently.
ly
not
for
publication
in
the
North,
wires bringing them to the ground
for Curtiss Wright in Rockland. He ing double space, are glaring head Kent has completed his fishing | Mr. and Mrs Joel Wooster of North
and blocking the street. We drove that the season does not really start is with the Pan-American Airways
business. Meanwhile Mrs. Kent is
lines, letters an inch in size, pro
Haven are visiting the latter's par
onto a lawn and got around them. in earnest down here until Jan. 1st and expects to be assigned to the
staying with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Olson.
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Merle Tolman.
and
by
April
1st
it
is
on
the
wane
claiming,
“
All
America
acclaims
We decided that this was more than
Pacific Ocean service soon.
A Thanksgiving program will be
with
alarming
rapidity.
amazing
whiskey
values,"
and
under

we bargained for and ducked for
• • • •
A VINALHAVEN SUNSET
given Wednesday at High School.
Right now this does not resemble
cover behind a stone building. The
neath,
a
map
of
the
United
States
I For The Courier-Gazette |
One of the things that I don’t like
A crew of 40 men began work
roof from a packing house flew the booming, bustling city that I about this country is the way every completely covered with people wav Beautiful sunset of silver and gold,
Fading slowly as darkness unfolds—
Thursday on the roads.
came
to
last
January.
The
hurricane
through the air straight for us. and
colors galore, not of mint nor
one goes around in low gear. Folks ing their hats and hands and shout With mine.
An entertainment will take place
a section of it hit the spare tire tak provided a lot of work for carpenters, seem all dragged out continually.
But ethereal, glorified by an artist Tuesday bight following the usual
ing
for
Old
Drum
whiskey.
A
picture
divine.
ing it off wheel and all. Around th? painters and roofers. The rest of the There is not a healthy tan or color
session of Ocean Bound Rebekah
comer wc parked on the main street working class is hanging around, in the faces of the year around folks. of a bottle, to which is attached a From Island to Island, leading out to
Lodge.
taking
starvation
wages
gladly,
the
sea.
round tag bearing this legend, "State When the waves are at rest, far o'er the
and watched this great wind spread
• • • •
! waiting for “tbe season." So you They just look yellow and as though
lee;
destruction for an hour. Plate glass
stores, 75 cents a pint, ‘Old Drum’.” Enraptured
we gaze as thy beauties
j
folks
who
cater
to
the
tourists
back
Visit
to
Neighboring
Grange
windows were shattered. A sect'on
Even the motorist is not excluded Like aunfold.
I up there may find a little solace in
pathway that leads to the city of
Members of Pleasant River Grange
When Children gel
of a stone front of a building block
gold
in the glaring invitation “to sell,
this article. You're not so bad off
to attend thc meeting of North Ha
blew off and buried the car Just in
Out-of-Sorts
taste,
pocket,
the
difference
in
‘
Old
Can
lt
be that the pearly gates are yon. ven Grange last Saturday night were
after all.
Fretful, "peevish” young-ones who
front of us.
Away and beyond that silvery bourne?
Drum', you can't beat it.” And you Could
• • • •
eat too much sweets or rich food often
we but catch one glimpse of Curtis M. Webster, James L. Calder
There tame a lull in both the wind
heaven—
develop round worms and constipation.
can't,
unless
the
whole
drink
business
I might give those, of you who
wood. Avis C Webster, Lois M. WebBut never till earthly ties are riven.
and the rain. We started off and
is made an outlaw. For whenever
stgr. Delwyn M. Webster. C. Mcservev
were out of town when the final dream of coming down here and
Culture nor art can e'er portray
and wherever booze is given an inch A beauteous sunset at close of day.
F. Ames. Bertha M Healev and Bar
gusts came. Wc headed the car in starting a little business of your own
like sunset, end glorious and
Laxative Round Worn Exptllcr
it takes the whole measuring stick, May life,
a
valuable
tip.
It's
a
tough
proposi

bara J. Brown Although the evening
bright,
to a sandbank and waited. Except
and then some! Even thc advertise May there never be darkness, but a was raw and cold with a fresh north
for a few flying trees we were in no tion. First of all the State is over
homo of light.
ment overshadows the warnings, like
done.
There
are
too
many
who
have
Mrs. Nellie Sheldon Allen
east wind, the spirit was not damp
great danger. In a short time it was
Vinalhaven
the Japanese proverb, "First the man
ened in the least and the ride to the
all over. We proceeded on to Miami had the same idea and carried it out.
takes a drink; then the drink takes
hall in Brother Parsons' truck was
and I never believed that so much Secondly the political situation is so
a drink; one drink calls for another;
involved that it is almost impossible
greatly appreciated.
then the drink takes the man.”
to get a good location or a good line
During the Grange meeting, various
In other words, beverage alcohol,
without treading on the toes of some
positions were filled by these visiting
with the first drink, destroys the
body “in the know.” Another dis
members. The third and fourth de
judgement of the drinker, benumbs
couraging proposition is the matter
grees were conferred upon a class of
IT ENDS ‘
Mrs. Connslley’s Daughter
his sense of right and wrong so that
of a license. You first must post a
candidates and during this ceremony.
“My neighborhood druggist recom
rWASH DAY
$600 bond and then pay city, State mended Dr. True’s Elixir to me. . . . public opinion cannot be aroused in
Curtis M. Webster officiated as mas
and county fees that run into big I purchased a bottle and gave some to him, or her, as long as any kind of
ter in the third degree; James L. Cal
DRUDGERY
my little girl.
alcohol drinks are advertised and
money.
derwood was acting overseer; C. Me
I consider it unequaled as a children’s
WOKK FINE
A fellow I know was planning on laxative, regulator and worm expeller, sold.
servey F. Ames and Bertha M. HealeyWITH COLO WHO. opening a driving range for golfers. and recommend it to all mothers.”
"Temperance keeps the man from
led the harvest march and were as
H. W. Connellez, 18 Franklin St., Malden
JUST SOAK OUT
the drink. (Prohibition keeps the
He picked out a good location away Mrs.
sisted by the other visitors and some
Signs of Round Worms.. Constipation,
THE DtftT..
off in the country but try and get it. deranged stomach, swollen upper lip, drink from the man."
members of the host Grange. A fine
It was too near the range of a local offensive breath, hard and full stomach.
E. M. Studley
clam stew with all the fixings was
Sneee—lally 1—d tor M years
(Medomak, Nov. 17
favorite and I hey put the “screws"
served by the three lady officers after

Dr.Trues Elixir

PPORTUMITy

Matian Marsh encountered
her qrtalest thrill when she
stood on the top ofa hazard
ous qlauer in Switzerland.
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when they son ifet that
punk", no insults are in.
\onieebutjust a call for
.the auisfad cameraman.
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HORIZONTAL
1-Covera
5-Fellne
8-Large plant
12- Surface
13- Wing-like part
14- English title
15- Resound
16- lmitates
18- A dance
19- Bunk in a ahip
20- Point of compass
(abbr.)
21- Anger
23-Eternity
25-Decays
27-River in Spain
31- Pool
32- Mature
33-Altar end of a
church
35-To heel over, as
boat
37-A title
39- Female deer
40- Even (eontr.)

48

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
43-Raged
46-Small bed
49-De sec rated
51- Periian ruler
52- River in N. France
53- Century (abbr.)
54- ln thia place
55- Plant
56- Epoeh
57- Feminine suffix
(Fr.)
VERTICAL
1- A fish
2- Melody
3- Subsidies
4- Dip
5- A wrap
6- Wing-shaped
7- A rag
8- Golf mound
9- Scarce
10- Eagles
11- Beaides
17-Granting that

VERTICAL (Cont.)
19-Chief god of the
Babylonians
22-Traveraea in a
vehicle
24- Native 'f Africa
25- Mineral spring
26- Slight explosive
noise
28- Part of a suit
29- Fiah eggs
30- Have
34-Country of Europe
36-Augment
38-Man's name
40- A aeries of heroic
events
41- Large lake
42- Part of the face
44-Turn to another
course
45- Girl's name
47- Propellera
48- Pronoun
50- Gave food to
51- Pronoun

(Solution to previous puzzle)

the close of the meeting The visitors
greatly appreciated the ride back to
the village in the cars of L. F. Crock
ett and Lawrence Grant. A delight
ful evening was passed.

NORTH WARREN
Clifford Robinson shot a small doa
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Post have re
turned from a two weeks visit with j
their daughter, Mrs. Perley Brackettj
in Peabody, Mass.
Clifford Mank lost a horse recent-*
iy.
j

nnano

Every-Other-Day

STAR
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THEATRE
Waldoboro

SHOWS AT 8 00 P. M.
TUESDAY, NOV. 26

“Little Big Shot”
SYBIL JASON and
OLENNA FARRELL
THURSDAY, NOV. 28

“The Virginia Judge”
ROBERT CUMMINGS
and MARSHALL HUNT
SATURDAY. NOV. 30

“Bright Light*”
JOE E. BROWN. ANN DVORAK
Newt and Comedy Tursday and
Saturday
Extra Comedy "iiiursday
141-143

EAST WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs H B Bovey, Charles
L. Bowers, and Miss Arvilla Winchen
bach of South Waldoboro, were ln
Portland last Saturday to attend the
auto show.
L. L. Mank was a recent caller on A

and M. Bcrneman
(Several f.om here attended the
term of court at Wiscasset
Miss Rena Wiley of the village was

guest Sunday of her sister Mrs. S H

Sidensparker and Mrs M. A. Bowers.
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Black and
son Charles of Wollaston. Mass., were
visitors last Saturday at thc home of

WALDOBORO,
Star Theatre attractions for next
week are; Tuesday, "Little Big Shot”
featuring another child screen star,
Sybil Jason; TTiursday. "The Virginia
Judge," starring Robert Cummings
who Is destined to fall heir to the
mantle of the • beloved humoristjf ilosopher WiU Rogers; Saturday
"Bright Lights" with smiUng Joe
Brown.
Pred Turner of Portland and Mrs.
Laura Turner of B-emen have been
vi-itors recently in town.
Mrs
Turner wUl pass the winter with her
son.
Mrs Nina Murray of Newcastle has
been guest of Rev and Mrs A. O
Davis
Arthur Stewart was a winner ln the
Onward School Sale conducted by
the 5 & 10 store. Forrest Eaton, pro
prietor.
The annual installation of Ger
mania Lodge, I.OOF. was held
Thursdy evening in its hall with a
large attendance. Lunch was served
at the close of thc ceremony
Several from here are planning to
attend the Visitors and Donation Day
to be held today. Saturday, at the
Lincoln Home.
National Education Week was ob
served Friday evening at a special
session of the High School in the au
ditorium. Those who attended were
much Interested In the fine manner
in which the regular school program
was presented.
The third and fourth degrees were
conferred on two candidates at the
regular weekly meeting of Meenahga
Orange Refreshments were served
at the close of the work.
• • • •

Mr. Black's parents. Mr. and Mrs T.

Unique Musical Program

T. Black
Henry lives Jr. shot a ten-point

At the meeting of the Woman's
Club last Tuesday night the members
enjoyed the annual musical program
so well carried cut under the chair
manship of Mrs Louise Jackson As
sisting program numbers were Mrs
M Louise Miller and Mrs. Marlon
Froellch.
"A Dav Dream." Anton 8tre!ezkl
was sung bv Mrs Proelich accompan
ied bv Rev William Muir, violinist
and Mrs. Gretchen Waltz Simmons
pianist. Mrs. Ruby Walter Miller
read "Aux Italiens." Meredith, and
Mrs M Louise Miller sang "Some
where a Voice is Calling " The opera
“Carmen" by Georges Bizet was then
presented. Mrs. Proelich reading ex
tracts frem the life of the composer
and giving a synopsis of the opera;
Mrs Miller and Mrs Jackson inter
preting the music with voice and
piano
It was a unique program and much
appreciated by the club members. A
rising vote of thanks was given those
taking part.

buck Monday.

Mrs. Emilv Jameson is with Mrs.

Clifford Allen in Rockland fcr a visit.

Mrs Lewis Campbell and sons Leland and Angus of Bath. N. H and
Mrs. Pred Scott of the village were
guests Sunday at Ivan Scott's.
Mrs. Florence Flanders attended
the evening session of the High
School.
Miss Priscilla Hanna spent last
weekend with her aunt, Mrs . Eva
Masters. Round Pond
Sanford Kaler and Lester Mank
have been shingling and painting at
Percy Miller s.
Arthur Scott of Bath and Mel-ose
Scott of Oardlner passed last Satur
day with their brother. Ivan Scott.
Mr. and Mrs Josiah Jameson are
receiving congratulations on the birth
of a daughter Nov. 13 Mrs Oertrude
Starrett of Warren Is caring for
mother and child.
Harry McIntire attended the auto
ROCKPORT
show in Portland last Saurday. re
turning the following day.
John Wentworth and family, whose
Several attended the recent 1.0 OF home was recently destroyed by fire
are moving into the former Oeorge T.
installation at the village.
Mr. Coolidge of Bangor was a busi Harkness house on West street.
The Trytohelp Club will hold its
ness caller last Saturday at I. M
annual birthday party Monday eve
Scott's.
ning at the Baptist vestry.
Mrs Evander Newbert and daugh
Herebrt Mann and family who have
ter Phyllis of North Waldoboro were
been residing in Camden for several
guests Sunday at the home of J. O
months are now occupying their
Jameson.
bungalow on Russell avenue
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Manx of War
J. Carlton Davis, Earl Davis, with
ren called recently on Miss Ellie Everett Shaw of Boston returned
Mank.
Friday night from a hunting trip to
Mrs. Henry lives recently visited West Sullivan.
relatives in Fitchburg. Mass. On her
Mrs. Nina Carroll. Mrs. Marion
return she called on her son Sulo. who Richards. Mrs. Marie Bisbee. Mrs.
is a patient at the Children's Hospital Elsie Munsev of Rockland and Mrs.
in Portland.
Blanche McIntyre of Warren spent
The Social Club was entertained Thursday in Portland.
Friends here are interested to note
lately by Mrs Mabel Mills at Warren.
Ten members, two visitors and three that the Curtis String Quartet of
children were present to enjoy the New York City will give its third
picnic dinner. The program was by concert in as many years Dec. 2 at
Miss Bertha Storer. with readings by Bowdoin College. The members are
Mrs. James Mank. Mrs. Leda Martin. Jascha Brodsky, violinist; Charles
Mrs. Edna McIntire and Mrs. Hilda JafTe. violinist: Max Aronoff. viola;
Miller. Contest prizes went to Mrs. Orlando Cole, 'cello; all of whom are
Miller and to Mrs. Shirley Bowley. summer residents of this town.
Ralph Blaklev is at home from
The club meets today at the Rock
schoolhouse to knot a puff.
Machias to spend a few days with his
family.
Harold Graffam returned Wednes
day from a short visit with relatives
Find ready relief from itching of ec-'I in Providence.
zema, raahee and similar ilia, in tha J
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will have
.gentle medication of
ra
an all-day meeting Tuesday ln the
vestry.
Laurie, younger son of Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Mann, is a patient at Com
VINALHAVEN St ROCKLAND 8TBT Co munity Hospital, where he is receiv
Service to Vinalhaven, North Haven. ing treatment for infection about the
Stonington, Isie au Haut, Swan’s
Island and Frenchboro
face as a result of a fall at his home
Effective Oct. 1, 1935
The Johnson Society met Wednes
Winter Service 1935-1936
day evening at the home of Mrs. Ray
Dally Except Sunday
(Subject to Change Without Notice) mond Simonton at Simonton.
Eastern Standard Time
Read Down
Read lip
Miss Marioin Weidman, Mrs. Ihra
A. M.
P. M
530 Lv. Sivan's Island,
Ar. 6.00 Ripley. Mrs. David Johnston and
630 Lv. Stonington.
Ar. 4.40 George Crockett motored to Portland
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3 30
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven.
Ar. 3.45 Thursday where Mrs. Ripley re
9 30 Ar. Rockland.
Lv. 130
130-tf mained as a patient at the Maine
General Hospital.
Mrs. A. H. Chatfield has closed
"Aldermere.” her summer home on
Russell avenue, and returned Thurs
day to Cincinnati.
And other rectal disease*
Francis Gilbert, who has been
spending the summer at his cottage
Treated Without Pain
on Russell avenue, left Friday for his
or Los* of Time
home in Utica. N. Y.
An earnest appeal is being made to
(he citizens of the town by Arthur K.
Walker, chairman of the Board of
TEL. M7«
33 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND Selectmen far quilts, mattresses and
127811
other bedding io he distributed among

SkinSufferers

Resinol

PILES

DR. JAMES KENT

rage Mve

EVERYBODY’S TALKING...ABOUT CAMEL’S COSTLIER TOBACCOS!

CAMELS APPEAL
TO A WOMAN’S
TASTE

CAMELS
NEVER UPSET
MY NERVES

I SMOKE STEADILY
CAMELS NEVER.
AFFECT MV WINO

CAMtlS ARE
A MILDER
I CIGARETTE

i»

ROSCOE TURNER—Famous Flyer MRS. WM. LA VARRE—Girl Explorer

CENE SARAZEN—Gulf Champion

HOMEMAKER—Mra. James B.Feeley

CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS

CAMELS NEVER
IRRITATE

A CAMEL GIVES
ME A 'LIFT'. FRESH

CAMELS
DON'T JANGLE
MV NERVES

MV

vir.nR ANO PEP

.71

FRANK BUCK—Animal Collector

WM. T. TILDEN, 2nd -Tennis Star

TMBOAT

SALESMAN - Allan U. Craig. Jr.

mean so much to so many

people that we invite you to try them too—confident that they’ll win you.

TRY IO CAMELS NOW!
JnMlon
M

read our invitation
TO YOU

to try (Daniels
If you J-'« •!»<« •«““

Smote 10 f-4r.nl

Camels have given more pleasure to more
l»eople than any other cigarette. And so we
now issue this new "try ten" invitation in
order thatothers can find out for themselves
the difference Camel’s costlier tobaccos
make in smoking pleasure.

""

It. milJ-., Iwt-fl—J

-tarn lt« P*d<»4e •» « w“1, ,,,e
•f lU

lo H »* «»r ,lme

of lb. J.<«, •"<■

WAy offer can be made

y°“' t“"

We know smokers like Camels, once they
try the costlier tobaccos in Camels.
Literally millions of people have changed
to Camels and found new enjoyment... new
benefits. We want you to share their en
thusiasm. Turn to Camels. Re one of the
vast number who share in the enjoyment
and appreciation of those finer, more ex
pensive tobaccos.
*

purchaae price, plu» postage.

MEST1C

I cfigtieJ)
It. j. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY

C1GA

Winston-Salem. Nortla Carolmn

Oim. x. j B.TnoU.Toi, co.'

COSTLIER TOBACCOS!
unfortunate families
Undoubtedly!
In many homes there are articles., I

CAMDEN

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stratton have
either new or second hand which
could be spared and If anyone having returned from a gunning trip in
such will notify Mr Walker the sarfi* Hancook county. Mrs. Stratton shot
will be called for. With cold weather a deer.
Mrs. J. Hugh Montgomery will
coming on the need is great.
The Boy Scouts of the Baptist entertain the Oarden Club Tuesday
at 2:30. Mrs. William R Pattangall
Church will meet Tuesday at 6 30.
Baptist Chuch, George F. Currier, of Augusta, chairman of the Road
minister: Thanksgiving in worship in side Beautification Committee of the
all departments of the church Garden Club Federation of Main*,
Bible study at 10; worship at 11; an-: will be the speaker.
them by choir; children’s story: ser
Austin Gerrish is on a gunning
mon. "Bring in the Offering;” Chris trip at Chemo.
tian Endeavor at 6, leader. Evans
Mrs. Frank Handley entertained
Grant; evening praise service at 7; i Friday Club this week.
sermon. "Christ's Alternative to Com
Mrs. A. L. Bryant was hostess to
munism." Everyone is invited to par the Twilight Twelve Thursday eve
ticipate in the offerings for others by ning at her home on Belmont evenue.
taking fruit or vegetables to any oft- The Lend-A-Hand-Club will meet
these services.
next Monday night with Mrs.

ROCKVILLE
The first snowstorm of the season
which came early in the week, fol- i
lowing rain and sleet, 'eft a generous I
covering on the ground. It ls seldom
that the earliest snovfn.il ls of suffi
cient amount and quality to afford
sledding, but nevertheless C P. Tol
man hauled wood on runners Tues
day from the lot. Changes come
rapidly. The mild springlike weather
Thursday hardly suggested the winterish aspect of countryside Just two
days previous.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Benson of Bidde
ford Pool are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
John S. Ranlett for over rhanksgivtng.
Many hunters have passed through
the village In the last few days and
aeveral have returned with a deer on
the running beard. The report is cur
rent that several deer are being seen
ln this vicinity.
Miss Ferne Whitney has sufficient
ly recovered from her appendix op
eration to return home.
It will be remembered that Dr.
James W. Manary visited here sum
mers and that his mother was a na
tive of this community. A recent
issue of the Boston Post carried his
picture as guest of honor at the ban
quet of the City Hospital Employees'
Association. Dr. Manary was recent
ly made superintendent of the Boston
City Hospital.
Mrs. D. A. Sherer in company with
Mrs. C. W. Blackington of Rockland
Highlands, spent Tuesday with Mrs.
Cecil A. Rhodes in Camden.

WOMEN AND GIRLS
The most practical Beauty Culture
school, largest ln New England offers
Intensive training, reasonable tuition,
positions with high wages, day and eve
ning classes, all practise on customers,
simplified and modern methods.
Write or call for Booklet.

HUB ACADEMY
Of Hair and Beauty Culture 181 Massa
chusetts Avenue. Boston Approved bv
State of Maine.
135-S-U

pean will enter the Deconess Hospi
tal for a major operation.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward King Mrs
Arthur Davis and Mrs Martin
Richards motored Thursday to Ban
gor ln the King car.
All officers of the Sons of Veterans
are requested to meet at the hall
Sunday at 7:30 for rehearsal and de
gree work.
The funeral of Mrs. Richard Hoff
man ol this town who died this week
at the Baker Memorial Hospital in
Boston, was held Thursday at Lewis
ton, her former home, and burial
was in that city.
Mrs Frank E Morrow and Mrs
L. M. Chandler motored Thursdato Bangor
Mrs. W R. Gill and Mrs Helen
Perry left by motor Friday for
Rosllndale. Mass . where they will be
guests of Dr and Mrs Guy F Blood.
Mrs Gill will remain there during
the winter.

FRIENDSHIP

Camels

are

made from

finer, MORE

EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS -Turkish and
Domestic — than any other popular brand.

CLARK ISLAND

SIMONTON

Mis; Jennie Spear. Mrs. Bessie
Seebian and Mrs Belle Bowley of
Rockland were recent visitors at the
homes of Mrs. Charles Butler and
Mrs. Abbie Orant.
Prank Kerswell of Wiley's Corner
and David 8lverwrtght of Tenant's
Harbor are engaged In putting a new
celling In the local church.
Mrs Elizabeth Montgomery has returned home after being guest ol
friends and relatives ln Deer Isle,
Mrs. William Davis tt dealer for the
J. M Pitkin Co of Newark, N. J.—
•
Simmons at the piano.
A soc al and beano party Ls rched- adv.
rled
fcr
Monday
night
at
Community
Mrs Roland Burns and daughter
Joan of Damariscotta have been hall.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E A. Burns.
Mrs Edith Ingraham of North

The Johnson Society met with
Capt and Mrs Perley Lawry. who
recently visited Capt. Lawry's mother, Mrs Raymond 8lrnonton Wedne-day
I
have returned to South Portland.
evening A good at ter,da nr* and good
Mr and Mrs Albion Wotton. son time were reported
i
Luther and Charles Sylvester were re
Jesse Harriman and Ralph Crtpps
cent callers ln Warren. (
were lucky hunters. each returning
Mrs. Amy Stebbins was a Rockland
home from the Maine woods, with a
vLsitor Mcnday.
|
deer.
Mrs. Helen Simmons recently en
MW Eleanor WaJmslev and Miss I
tertained her Sunday School cla's
Ruby
Milton of Bangor spent last
at her home at Forest I ake Supper
was served and games played. Songs weekend at the Ittmr of Mr and Mrs.
were rang al'o with Miss Geneva Ralph Buzaell

Miss Celia Five of Thomaston spent
last weekend with Mis$ Flora Wallace
Mr and Mrs. Courtland Brackett
Dorothy Dexter. Harden avenue.
and children of NeW Harbor were re
Invitations are out for a 1 o'clock
cent guests of Mrs. Brackett's par
luncheon and contract at Green
ents Mr and Mrs. Burt Murphy.
Gables Monday with Mrs. Luglla
Mr. and Mrs Biden Cook have been
NORTH HAVEN
Tuttle as hostess.
visitors
at the home of Mrs Wendall
Mrs. Sophus Hansen and daugh
Charles Waterman was a Rcckland Studley ol West Warren.
ter Miss Alice Hansen leave Mondav
visitor Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs Alfred Morion and
for Florida where, they -will spend the
A barrel of apples was shipped Mrs. Ray Wlnchenpaw were recent
winter.
The P. G. Good funeral directors Wednesday to the Salvation Army in j callers at the home of E R Burns of
have added to their already up-to- Rockland and four boxes to Knox South Waldoboro.
Mrs. Jonah D More wa'; recent
date equipment, a new Meteor-La- Hospital.
Salle hearse. This is one of the
A high school social was recently guest of her niece Mrs Granville
latest models and the community held at Library hall.
Brow.
Mrs Alex Smith of East Braintree
now has as fine a funeral equipment
Mrs. Leon B. Stone and Barbara 1 has been visiting her mother Mrs
as can be found in Maine.
j Stone returned Wednesday from a
Emma Morton
Several from here were in Augusta
weekend visit to Fairfield, and Mrs. I Mr. and Mrs Dwight Stanley whe
Friday night to see Joe Louis, the J Stone's father.
have been at the home of the latter's
Brown Bomber.
Mt. Battie Lodge, I.OOF., meets J At church services Sunday worship parents Mr and Mrs Charles Murphy,
Tuesday evening. The initiatory de will be at 11 with Thanksgiving ser have returned to Monhegan.
Rev. Albert Llbbv recently spent a
gree will be conferred on a class of mon by thc pastor; singing bv the
candidates. Refreshments after the choir; Sunday Schcol at 10. Teach couple of days In Minturn
Mrs Oertrude Simmons. Mrs. Amy
ers and pupils are urged to be on time.
«
work.
As Doyle's large express truck was Evening service with address by the Stebbins and daughter Ethel attend
turning from High into Main street pastor at 7 30. Everyone is urged to ed afternoon and evening fervices
Sunday at the Port Clyde Advent
Friday morning it slued on the slip I be present.
pery cement road and overturned j Poy W. Brown was in Rockland Church
The driver was not hurt but the car Tuesday and Wednesdaj’ on business.
quite badly damaged, was taken to a
DEER ISLE
The newly organized men's class of
near by garage for repairs. The load
I
the
church
met
at
thc
parsonage
of goods was not damaged.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bech are home
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge as | Wednesday night with 16 present.
from a motor trip to Boston and
The
president.
Herman
Crockett,
pre

sembles Wednesday evening.
vicinity.
Comique Theater attraction for sided. The class has several fine pro
Mr. and Mrs. Crcckett Dowe have
jects
on
the
calendar
to
carry
out
this
Sunday and Monday is “Return of
fall
and
winter.
After
a
sing,
re

returned
to Oyster Bay, N Y. after
Peter Grimm," with Lionel Barry
more and “Wings Over Ethlopio." freshments were served. The next several weeks' stay at their former
Tuesday, "The Virginia Judge," and meeting comes Dec. 4 at Nebo Lodge. home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Pickering
Get-iRich-Nite. $20 to be given away;
After spending several weeks with
Wednesday and Thursday. Fred her mother Mrs. Cora Beverage. Mrs. and son Prank are in New London
Astaire and Ginger Rogers in “Top Gilbert Bowdoin returned Wednesday Conn. They were accompanied as
far as Boston by Capt. Ernest Pick
Hat;" Thanksgiving show Wednes j to Connecticut.
ering.
day night at 11:30. A live turkey will
The hunters Floyd Duncan. Carl
be given away.
Capt. Kimball Barbour who is
Bunker. Lewis Burgess and Frank
Mrs. Grace Anderson will enter I Sampson have returned after a ten- spending a few weeks at his old heme
tain the Methodist Society Wednes day trip into the big woods in Aroos at Beech Hill, recently made a busi
day afternoon, Dec. 4, at her home took County. Mr. Burke and Capt. ness trip to New York
on Harden avenue. No meeting next Christensen of the party continued
Mirs Virginia Eaton left Monday
week on account of the holiday.
on to New Jersey. They ca'-ied back on the Sunbeam for a two-weeks'
Capt. J. Arthur Wagner of New- with them one deer and thc North visit among the islands, where she
York city is here for a few days.
j Haveners came home with four. The will assist in a dental clinic and give
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dean are leav storm delivered snow in Aroostook in- talks to the parents and children on
ing Sunday for Boston where Mr, I stead of rain.
diet and care of tlie teeth.

rruro Mass ha-s been recent guest
of relatives here and tt now tn Camten with her niece Mrs. Edith Mc
Cobb.

Special For November

•

RYTEX SKETCH BOX
PRINTED STATIONERY
W ITH THE “FRIENDLY PERSONALITY" MAKES A SMART GIFT

REGULARLY $1.50
50 Envelopes

50 Sheet*

I

Po,u«e

isr e=l-

Printing on Sheets and Envelopes.

Single or Double sheets with Deckle
edge at\d Deckled flap envelopes to
match. Vellum paper of the finest
quality in Orey. White. Ivory or blue.
Smart “hand lettered" style printing
in Red. Blue. Brown or Black ink.
There's a lively little figure for every
one 1 A gift that will delight your
friends because of its smart individu
ality.
Buj- now for gifts and for future use.
Al»o many other styles to rhnose from. Come and see them

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND. ME.

THOMASTON
A valuable fox hcund belonging to
Henry Vose was killed Thursday by
an automobile near the Pint Basin
schoolhouse in Cushing.
Miss C. Helen Russell will spent the
winter with Mrs A A Keene in Hyde
Park. Mass
Mr’. Leila Smalley is visiting Mrs
Walter Henry in Winchester, Mass.
The Pentecostal Church will serve
a Thanksgiving dinner Thursday a! 6
o’clock at its hall. Friends are asked
to donate cakes, pies and vegetables
which may be sent to the hall any
time Thursday.
Frank Jordan ar.d daughter Mar
garet are in We*t Hartford. Conn. j

Every-OtEer-Day

Rockland Courier:Gazette, Saturday, November 23, 19^5

Page Six
day will be Holy Eucharist at 9:30;
a. m , followed by Church School at 1
10:45 In the evening at 7:30 there
will be a service ot Adoration with
special music. Preceding the service
will be recital on the recently re
conditioned organ.
Howar^ Swift, who has a position
in the Botanical garden of New York
city is at his home here for a few days.
Mrs. Abiaiha Mank of 12 Brin
street has sent to the correspondent j
a bunch of chrysanthemums which
she picked from stock out of doors
in full bloom Also marigolds, a won- |
derful sight.
Cclby Wood. T HS commercial in
structor has changed his residence
from Knox street to the lucette.

1*

“GET READY, ROCKLAND MOTORISTS!”
SAYS THE WEATHER MAN

In Everybody’s Column

’

NdvartlaemanU ln thU column nol to
exceed tbree llnee Inserted once (or 29
rente, three times (or SO cents. Addi
tional lines five cents each (or one time,
10 cents (or three times. Six words
mate a Uns.
*

*

: LOST AND FOUND !

★L

____

♦
Bt • •

«

WANTED

MAN wanted (or (arm work, board and
moderate wage* A KAJANDER, R No 1
Thoinaolon
139*141
WASHINGS wanted. MRS EVELYN
PHILBROOK. 153 Pleaaant St. 141*113

MIDDLE aged man wanted who wants
good home Mostly chorea, have a lew
Must be good milker E E CHAP
MAN. RID, Lake View Farm. Nobl-boro Me________________________ 141*143

xt*****^»*»****** cow
LARGE female hound white and
brown loxt. Tel 8618 K F KNIGHT.
Rockport
141*143

! MISCELLANEOUS J
k*******«**«««*6

OLD ESTABLISHED Flavoring Extract
company dealrea a sole agent lor dis
tribution o( Its products to retail groc-.
era Small capital required WAKEFIELD!
EXTRACT CO. 8anbornvllle. N H
140-14

MAN or woman wanted to supply
customer* with famous Watkins Pro
duct. in Rockland and nearby rural
NOTICE thia lx to notify all persona localities
No investment.
Business
that after thia date we will pay no bills estsbilshed. earnings average 825 weekly,
except those contracted by ouraelvea. pay starts Immediately Write J R
Mr and Mr- EDWIN J PUTANSU 81 WATKINS CO 231-41 Johnson Ave,
Oeorge
139*142 Newark New Jersey
141*1$
RADIO aervlce all makes, American
RELIABLE man wanted to take over
Bosch Radio. C D OOULD 585 Main established Watkins Route ln Knox
St. Til 028.
138*141 County
Earnings $25 and upwards
KEYS' KEYS' KEYS! Keys made to weekly No Investment required Write
order Kevs made to Ot all locks when Thc J R WATKINS Company. Box No.
140*143
original keys art lost. House. Offlca oi 367. Newark. N J
Car Code books provide keys (or all
MAN wanted (or Rawlelgh Route of
locks without bother. Scissors and
Knives sharpened Promnt scrvlre Rea. 800 families Write today. RAWLEIOH
sonable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO CO . Dept. MEK-73-8A . Albany, N Y
Main Bt. Rockland, Tel. 791______ 132-tf
LADIES-Reliable hair goods at Rock
MAN wanted for Rawlelgh Route uf
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders 800 families Write today RawlelgnJ
Dept MEK-74-SA Albany. N. Y.
“
solicited H C. RHODES Tel. 519-J
132-tf
137-143
POSITION wanted In small family at a
living wage M E M. South Cushing.
Legal Notice
I ___________ ___________________________ 140-*<2

n I

to pars Thanksgiving Day with Mr
Mi's Carr and Mbs Raysor are now
and Mrs. Ravmond Harriman, after showing a new line of Christmas gifts
which they will go to Miami. Fla., for lnciudlng a shipment of native hand
thc winter.
embroideries from Greece at Thc Sign
! *
The Baptist Ladles’ Circle met of The Ship. 3 Elliot street, Thomas
140-142
Wednesday at the vestry’ and knotted ton—adv.
a comfortable. At 6 o'clock about 30 '
enjoyed a supper served by Mrs ' Many inquiries come to me con-:
Francis Tillson, Mrs. Wesley Ifemy eerr.ing rents and home, store and
cottage properties. List your prop-1
Miss Edna Hilt and Mrs. Niles
At a Father and Son banquet Mon erty with me whether to rent, buy or '
Alfred M
day night in Watts hall. 8evon and ' sell. I’ll do the rest
Tabbutt furnished music. Mr Hart- Strout. Tel. 148. Thomaston.
POSITION as chef or order cook want
139-144
STATE OF MAINE
lett wha formerly was employed by
ed Best of references. HORACE PERRY,
County of Knox, aa
Orace st. City.
•••
Dr. Crockett, entertained with a talk,
Superior Court. |
IN LITTLF. AMERICA
To the Honorable, the Justices of the • POULTRY wanted I. POUST. 138
dancing, and sleight-of-hand Seven
Superior Court. In thr State of Maine
Llmerock street. Rockland. Tel. 377-W
reels of camp life in the Army were
Your petitioner. The Bav State Flah- *
138-tf
Ing Company, a corporation duly organ-i
Dramatic
Story
Of
Byrd
Expedition
shown.
Iced and existing under tbe laws of the
To Be Told In Thomaston
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, nnd
Rev H S. Kllborn. Cecil Day. John
located and having lta place of business
FILL UP WITH
S.nger Hazen Cook. John Simpson
at Vinalhaven. in the County of Knox
Announcement by the Thomaston
and 8tate of Maine, respectfully repre
Joel Brown. Joseph Cross went Fri- !
sents
First Thai on the first day of May. 1
day to Bar.gor to attend the State Nurse Association of the illustrated
1925. The Llbby-Burchell Fisheries Com
lecture "With Byrd In the Antarctic”
Boys’ Conference
pany. a corporation duly organized ‘ PIOS—I have a nice lot of five week's
under the laws of the Commonwealth of old pigs for sale, alao Jersey cow.
S Emerson Smith and niece, MUs to be given in Watts hall Nov. 29. by
Massachusetts and having lta place of CLARENCE ROBBINS. South Hope. Mr
Amory
H.
Waite,
Jr.,
will
meet
with
_________ 140*143
business at Vinalhaven. In said County
Moore, will pass the winter at Hotel;
of Knox, made and executed lta |
enthusiastic response. Last winter
TEN pound Balls Tarred Plymouth
Tcuraine. Boston.
mortgage deed of trust to the Harvard Twine
tying Christmas trees for sale.
Trust Coi
Company, a banking corporation Price 81for
At a recent meeting of the Fed- J when the people of this country were
n
i ftr /T/x
38. Parcel Post 18c extra. H H.
duly organised and exlatlng under the CRIF
ACo
, Rockland
141-143
laws of the Commonwealth of Massa-*
HJ
erated Circle at the heme of Mrs Ailed with wonder at the thrilling exrhuaetts. snd to IU successors as trus
BRUSH
for
flower
bests
and
banking
perience
of
receiving
radio
messages
Hathorne, plans for the Christmas
tees of certain property located In ihe for sale W DONAHUE. Tel. 198-M
Town of Vinalhaven aforesaid, a more
PARK &. UNION STREETS, ROCKLAND, TEL 700
141*143
sale wer? completed, and the date direct from the Antarctic and paying
complete description of which Is In, eluded ln the mortgage deed of trust, a
changed to Dec. 10 A rummage sale eager attention to dispatches in all
LAROE size cabinet heater for sale.
1 copy of which Is hereunto annexed and Perfect condition I W RICHARDSON.
will be held that day at 10 a. m Thc the leading newspapers it would have
marked ExTilblt A. which trust was ac 6 Bunker St , Tel 171-R
141*143
cepted by the aald Harvard Trust Com
tables and saleswomen will be: j seemed hardly possible that this small
PURE bred Jersey bull: nearly new
pany. who held the said mortgaged
property, rights and franchises conveyed truck body. 9',x7 model AA; first quali
Cocked food. Mrs. Hubert Leach; ! community would be privileged to
to It ln trust to secure the payment of ty fitted wood: Crawford parlor stove
Mrs Studley was well liked by all
aprons. Mrs. Margaret Stewart; deco have the story of this history in the
WARREN
certain bonds of aald corporation ag good aa nrw for salr EDOAR MOODY.
who
knew
her
and
will
be
missed.
141*141
gregating 4100 000. and for other pur Tel Union. 94
ration’. Mrs. Leach, Mrs. Martan1 making brought to it by a member o:
poses aet forth In aald mortgage dred of
NEW milk cow for aale PHONE TTS?
• • • •
Iral Smith bagged a deer Wednes
trust, which la recorded In the Knox Tenants Harbor
Orafton. Mrs. J. Rusaell Davis. Mrs the very expedition six months after
141-143
Registry of Deeds. Book 209. Page jfo.
day.
New Volumes at Library
Warren O Fevler; rummage sale. Mrs its return.
and a copy of which Is hereunto an- j 8 room modern house and double lot
nexed and marked Exhibit A and made for aale at 73 Crescent street. M R
Waite served as radio operator on
Alonzo J. Spaulding and Mrs. Oraf
Sidney Ccpeland has returned from
This is National Book Week. Books
LINSCOTT
141*143
a part of thia petition
the "Bear of Oakland" on the 12.003 Bcston where he attended the auto added to the library are here listed:
Second That your petitioner la Inter- j BUY poultry fresh for Thanksgiving.
ton: suoper. Mrs. Hathorne.
ested In the trust created by said mort not from market weeks old. live weight
Mrs Edward P. Ahern is visiting mile voyage from Boston, to Little show this week with Ralph Philbrook
Spring Came On Forever. Aldrich;
gage deed of trust said company being 22c lb.. dre»«d 27c R LITTLE. 22
Interested as the owner of the equitable Meadow Rd Thomaston_______
141*1$
her sister. Mrs. Oeorge Patterson in ( America. In April. 1934, he had and Frank 8tonti.
Edna. His Wife, Barnes; Silas Crock
title of the above described property
Probably the last special Sale on these $1.60 Shovels as the
UTILITY Glenwood combination gas
charge of the radio communication
Third That after entering upon the
Pittsfield.
ett
Cha
r
e;
Blood
Relations,
Oibbs;
supply
is
limited.
In
thr
present
sSoek
arr
both
Long
and
Mrs. Mvra Kennlston had as guest
execution of said trust, and during It’ and coai. grey enamel stove, excellent
The Bap: Lot Church will omit the on the pioneer tractor trip of 300 miles Thursday Mrs. George Dody of San- Lady By Marriage. Carfrae: Shining
Short Handle. Round and Square Point Styles. Blade*
continuance, the said Harvard TYuat condition, sacrifice price Also attractive
Company resigned as trustee thf red. braided rugs Call between 3 and 5 p m,
polished
and
good
tough
Hardwood
Handles.
11 o'clock serv;ce Sundaq: Sunday- from Little America to the supply gcrvllle. friend and schoolmate.
Windows. Norris; Phantom Canoe,
which resignation was duly recorded In Tel 93-J____________________ 139*141
During Sale Only One Shovel to a Customer. Mail Orders
School at 9 45; Union Thanksgiving bases near the South Pole. He was a
Knot Registry of Deeds. Rook 231. Page
Mowery; Blindfold, Wentworth: On
NEW Colson girl s bicycle for sale.
accepted. Parcel Post 15c Extra.
83. that the said Llbby-Burchell Fish Marlin 38-40 Winchester 30-30 Bird cage
Anderson rural school was visited . the Trail of the Tumbling T. Mulford;
service ln the Methodist Episcopal member of the three-man tractor
eries Company was dissolved by Act cf and stand HOWARD DUNBAR. 75 WllMassachusetts Legislature ln 1934. tha* low St, Tel 1180-J______________ 140*142
Church at 7 30. preacher. Rev Mr party which Anally reached and by five during Education Week.
Purple F.rate," Mundy; Pole Star.
' therefor the vacancy ln -aid trust could
BRUSH for flower beds and banking.
Brown of Camden.
not by the terms of said deed of trust
Friends and neighbores numbering , White and DeVighne: Shadow on the
rescued Admiral Byrd after innumer
be filled by appointment as provided ln 82 50 load Best dry hard wood fitted. ,
AGENTS MODENE PAINTS
Mrs. John Nichols and daughter of able risks and three days’ gruelling 23 enjoyed a pleasant evening Wed- Brook. Payne; The Wind Blew West.
80 tunk*. $8 50; soft wood. 8< Tel 879.
said
deed
of
trust
and
that
the
said
DIAMOND DRIVE CALK HORSE SHOES
139*141
vacancy ln said trust still remains, and Rockland_______________
Vinalhaven spent the weekend with labor across the hazardous reaches ot r.esday at the home of Mr and Mrs Lanham; The Beachcomber. M^Frc;
SPORTING GOODS AND TOYS
there ls no trustee to administer said ,
GEESE for sale Tel Warren 2 or write
Mrs. Leona Reed.
trust created by said mortgage trust card to W A CREAMER. Warren
DELTA TOOLS FOR HOME WORKSHOP
the Antarctic. Great hardships were Frank Yattaw. Musi: was furnished Green Rushes. Walsh; Battle of Basdeed
____________________________ 140*142
328 MAIN STREET SYNDICATE BLO4 K KOCKLAND
A card from Edward O’B. Burgess undergone, not only ln this success by a six-piece orchestra from Cam inghall Street Oppenheim
Fourth: Your petitioner further rep
OLD growth dry hard wood for sale,
resents that lt la necessary that said
--------------------------------------------->
—
---------and party places them at Rocky- ful attempt but also in the two previ den and Thcmaston. Refreshments
Non-fiction: The Meaning of Cul
| trust ahould be continued and admin fitted. 89; Junks 69; Aft lengths. 88;
Mount. Va., enjoying their joumev ous ones which tailed, and of belli ot were served.
istered for the benefit of the holders of fireplace $9; 8 PETERSON. Oranlte St.
ture. Powys; The Power To See It
all said bonds Issued under said mort- I Tel 528-M._______________________ 139-tf
greatly.
Through, Fosdick; Light Houses of zjzjzraBfznJZJBfajafaJZJZJzrafZJZJgJHrajBrafarejuzjzraJZJZJgrajzjarej2ja~ gage deed of trust and for .he per
these he was a member.
1925
slx-cyllnder
Buick
roadster,
Opportunity
to
contribute
to
the
formance of the agreements conditions winter top and good tires, 835 148
Eugene Swan of Rockland. Mrs.
the Maine Coast, Sterting; Maine
That he has an intensely interest
and trusts set forth in said mortgage Union Bt.________________________ 139 141
Will
Rogers
Memorial
Fund
will
Leona Reed and soir of town and ing story to tell of polar adventure
deed of trust
Beautiful. Nutting; North of the
BEST grade hard wood Junks »«50.
Wherefore your petitioner being a
Mrs. John Niohols and daughter of will be readily believed by those who cease Wednesday evening. Nov. 27. Orient, Anne M Lindbergh
party Interested ln said trust a* afore Fitted wood 19 Fully seasoned. SIDNEY
Money
may
be
given
to
Chester
HUMES.
Washington. Me.. Tel. 6-5
said. and Interested In the proper per
Vinalhaven motored Friday to Port have read Rear Admiral Byra’s book
Juveniles and mystery tales: The
138*143
formance and execution thereof, respect ______ _ ___________________
Wyllie
cr
the
Warren
Branch
ot
the
land for a day’s visit.
Dark Garden. Eberhart; The Ameri
fully prays that after such notice to ail 1
BEST GRADE old growth mountain
"Little America" and his excellent
Kr.cx
Countv
Trust
Co.
Receipts
tor
persons
Interested
as
the
Court
shall
wood
for
sale,
under
cover,
thoroughly
Miss Mary B Cullen entertained a Illustrated article in the October
can Oun Mystery, Green.
order, and upon hearing thereon, this dry; Junks $9 50; fitted. $10 WALTER
Honorable Court will appoint the Knox E SPEAR. 236 Rankin St Tei. 365-R
group of friends Monday at a picnic number of the National Oeographlc the money will be given at the bank
Bcoks added ln August: National
County Trust Company, a banking cor
•
«
•
■
________________
135-148$,
supper at her home to compliment Magazine, bearing pictures of Mr
Velvet. Bagncld; Easter Holiday..
poration • duly organized and existing
BOY'S Overcoat Inewi size 14 yrs J
under
the
laws
of
the
State
of
Maine
High
Schcol
Notes
Mr and Mrs. Walter J. Henry of Waite and mention of Byrds grati
Ruth Blodgett; Mountain Justice, i
or some other suitable persons or cor color gray. 120 LIMEROCK ST City.
_______________________ 132*tf
poration to fill the vacancy caused by
Winchester, Mass.
Other guests
A greup cf students, consisting of Buck; Vein of Iron. Glasgow; Honour 1
tude to him.
the resignation of the said Harvard
I.EOITT'S CREEK no-slate anthracite.
were Mrs. Clyde Vining. Mrs. Russell
two members cf the civics class and Came Back. Jacob; The Smoky |
Trust Company, the original trustee Pocahontas lumpy soft coal; fitted hard
under said mortgage deed ot trust: and and soft wood J. B. PAULSEN Tel.
Bartlett. Mrs. Oliver Hills. Mrs.
three cf the "Problems of Democracy" Years. Le May; Rearing Lead. Mc
that It be ordered by this Honorable Thomaston 84-2
120*125tf
FRIENDSHIP
Court that thereupon and by virtue of
Edward R. Veazie of Rockland. Mr.-,.
class were recently privileged to visit Donald; Silver Spurs. ISeltze-; But
kinds tlrv wood, fitted $9; Lumber
said appointment the property and 818ALL
to 630 per M T. J. CARROLL Tel,
William Bunker, Mrs. Lelia Smalley,
Kr.cx County Court at Rockland Even So. Sr.aith; Another Caesar.
other things described In said mortgage 263-21
Mrs. Jennie Hall is guest of Mrs.
Rockland
132-tf
deed of trust as conveyed to and held
Mrs. George Gilchrest and Miss Edna
later rccorting the proceedings.
Neuman; Lively Lady. Roberts; The
by the said Harvard Trust Company
SELL or trade. 5 rm.. bungalow,
Bertha Jameson in East Friendship.
Pumpk.n
Coach.
Paul;
One
Light
j
prior
to
IU
resignation,
sball
vest
In
|
completely
repainted.
bath,
garage;
Watts.
Tne senicr cla s served a public
said trustee so appointed bv this Court connected water, sewer, lights, lot
Miss Clark of the Central Maine
These Thanksgiving services will
supper at the Congregational chapel Burning, Hutchinson; The Green I
without further conveyance thereof: and 50x150. fenced for hens, shaded by 2
Power
Co..
Rockland.
called
Wednes

that said trustee so appointed shall have 1 grapefruit. 6 orange, cumquat, loquat,
Mirror,
Walpole;
non-fiction:
Away
I
be held at the Federated Church
recently, the net proceeds $10.
the rights and powers and be subject to lemon, mango, avocado, papaya, guavas.
the duties relating to auch trust to the MRS BARNES, 11 5th St, Ft Meade.
Bunday: Morning service at 11 day at the home of Capt. and Mrs
to
the
Ga
pe,
Brinly:
The
Road
to
The speaker scheduled for next
same extent and for the same purposes Florida.
135*8-144
o’clock, subject, "Joy In God.’’ The Melvin Lawry.
as the same were held by the said
week's assembly will be Rev Howard War. Millio; The Martial Spirit.
Harvard Trust Company, the original
Sherifr Ludwick of Rcckland was
choir will sing, "Come with Thanks
Milles;
Life
of
Jane
Adams.
Wiseman;
A Welch, pastor of the Baptist
trustee ln raid trust; And this Court
shall make such decree as shall be
and Praise," by Norman, with inci a business visitor here Tuesday.
Personal History, Sheean; Marc An
Church.
proper and suitable In the premises to
tony. Weigall; The Lives of a Bengal
dental solo by William Manning and
Mrs. Geneva Thompson spent
confirm
the transfer of title as here- {
The cast of the play, "Deacon
In prayed for
Lancer, F. Yeats Brown; juvenile,
a duet by Misses Laura Beattie and Wednesday with her father John
Fifth: And your petitioner further
Dubbs" to te nresented at an early
prays that this Honorable Court will FURNISHED heated second floor sp
Alice Tuttle. In the evening at 730 Fales in Cushing.
D:b-y, Shannon.
date by the High School, is: Albert
order such notice as the Court shall J ment
to let at 14 Maeonlc 6t
141
Fair as the Moon. Bailey, and Hid
the union service will be held in the
Mr. and Mrs. Bird Jameson were Hill as Deacon Dubbs; Jasper Spear,
deem sulUble to be given to all persons
FIVE room apartment to let. 750 N
who may be Interested to appear and be
auditorium of the Methodist Church,
Miss Nellie Davis entertained at her Amc« Coleman; Leonard Sidelinger. den Shoals, Bassett were presented
St
Opp
J
A
Jamesons
Co
Hot
wi
heard upon the subject matter of this
by Miss M. Grace Walker.
with Rev. F. W Brown as speaker. home last Saturday her niece. Miss
petition when and where the Court may heat with or without power , oil bur
Rawdcn Crawley; Alfred Wyllie. Ma
determine; and that the Court will make Hardwood floors, bath, garage C.
The special music will be, "O Clap Peggy Jameson, and her namesake
such further orders and decrees In th» HAMILTON. 29 Chestnut St, Tel. 96
jor McNutt: Avard Robinson, Deu
premises as to lt shall seem meet and
your Hands," by Norman; and "Who Mis.* Nellie Moody, both of Wal
UNION
proper
teronomy Jonos; Helen Thompson.
FIRST floor apartment to let. mm
Givest All." by Pinsuti. with solo and doboro.
BAY STATE FISHINO COMPANY ! conveniences. 102 Union 8t.. co
Rose Raleigh; Katherine Starrett.
By B. Devereux Barker
Grove. Inquire MRS ROSE. J00 Ul
Mrs. Robert McKinley entertained
obbligato by Miss Laura Beattie.
Petitioner St . Tel 1049-J____________________ 1<
Harold Davis and Dwight Liniken Miss Philipena Pcpover; Janet Wade,
October 4th. 1935,
at a dessert bridge Monday. At the
A recent Maine newspaper item is oi Rockland were dinner guests Tues
THREE-room furnished apartmenl
Frank A. Tlrrell. Jr ,
Emily Dale; Constance Jenkins,
THANKSGIVING
five tables in play honors went to Mrs.
a reminder that Danial Wilkinson day of Mrs. Lizzie Thompson.
let. 47 Pleasant St. Inquire LILL
Jerome C. Burrows.
Trixie Coleman; Sisko Lehto. Yennie
BICKNELL 82 Llmerock 8t.
Solicitors
for
Petitioner
! Alfred Hawes. Mrs. William Thomas,
was hanged in the Prison yard of this
STATE OF MAINE
Miss Edith Orne of Cushing is visit Yenson.
TENEMENT to let at 42 Fulton si
County ot Knox. ss.
, Mrs. Benjamin Nichols, Mrs. Edward
town Nov. 20 for the murder of a ing her grandmother, Mrs. James
all modern Inquire OOLDIE A.
• • ■ •
Superior Court AUL1FFE, Tel 960-R,_____________ 13
Mathews and Mrs. Milton Stephen
Bath policeman. The correspondent Murphy.
The foregoing petition having been •
duly filed ln said Court It Is ordered: 1 MODERN 5 room apartment to
Martha 8. Studley
remembers the event and the large
son.
That a hearing thereon shall be had at heated. Janitor -ervlce MIKE ARM
A pie social will be held at the K>.
Ptivate funeral services for Martha
the Superior Court Room at Rockland, Men s Shop. Park St.. City.
gathering on the high hill overlook
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Creighton and
of P hall Mcnday evening under thc
In said County of Knox, on the seven
ATTRACTIVE furnished apartmei
S
Studley
cf
this
town
who
died
last
ing the Prison wall on the farm nowteenth day of December. 1935. at ten let. easily heated. Tel. 757-R after 6
daughter Barbara spent last week
auspices of the Pythian Sisters. Hot
o'clock
In the forenoon, and that notice
Saturday at Rockland from pneu end as guests of Mr. and Mrs. Her
owned by N. F. Andrews.
The
of the time and place of said hearing
dogs will also be on sale. Games and
ONE 4 room unfurnished apartme
monia. were held Tuesday at the
shall be given all persons Interested by
electric chair is a more refined way
man Fowles in South Windham. They
entertainment in the upper hall.
publication of an attested copy of aald let. $6 month, V. F. STUDLEY 283
home of her daughter Mrs. W. S
ST. Tel. 1154
of inflicting capital punishment.
petition
and
this
order
of
notice
there.
attended the automobile show in
Rev. A. A. Callaghan, the newly
on, without Including In said publica
White of Rockland, with Rev. Charles
TWO furnished apartments of 3 i
In the opening games of the
tion a copy of the mortgage deed of to let FLORENCE McLAIN. 100
appointed superintendent of the Au E. Brccks of the Rockland M. E. [ Portland.
trust
’
annexed
to
said
petition,
said
basketball season played her Thurs
St.,
Tel. 1263.
r
YOU KNOW OUR QUALITY
gusta District of the Maine Confer Church officiating. Burial was In
publication to be made tn The CourierIrving Rich. Philip Morine, Oliver
THREE furnished rooms, for
day night with Union, Thomaston
Oazette, a newspaper published ln said
ence, Methodist Episcopal Church, Fairview cemetery in this community. Athearn and Lawrence Morton re7
County, once a week for three successive housekeeping suitable for a coupl
won both games: Boys, 54-15; girls,
Also a Full Lins cf Everything to Make Your Dinner
weeks, the last of said publications to M GRIFFIN. 25 Ocean St.
will be the speaker in the Methodist
turned Sunday from a week's hunt
be at least seven days before the dayMrs. Studley was born June 16. 1841
72-17.
FURNISHED or unfurnished 4
a Complete Success
fixed for said hearing.
Church here Sunday evening at 7.
ing trip, each bringing home a deer.
apartment to let. INQUIRE 11 .
•Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Rose and
in Boothbay. the 'eldest daughter of
OEORGE L. EMERY.
street.
Everyone is invited to be present. The
Mrs. Lela Haskell and Mrs. Jennie
Justice of said Court.
WALNUTS
CELERY
children are visiting relatives in
I Rev. Amml. and Jane 'Davis) Prince,
house of 8 rooms and bat
A true copy of petition and order of i
quarterly conference will b? held im
Thurston have returned from Mass
let. 2 car garage. R. U. COLLINS,
Court
thereon.
Sanford.
the father then owning a sail loft
MIXED
NUTS
Main
St
.
Tel. 77.
1
LETTUC;
Attest:
mediately after the service of worship.
Readers of the article by Admiral
and store In Brothbav. Later Mr. achusetts.
MILTON M ORIFFIN.
FIVE room furnished apartmen
FIGS
Mrs. Bertha Jameson of East
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Poole of Abing
TOMATOES
Clerk. ltt\rJ?.°.d.w,ocatlon’ Prlc® reasonabh
Byrd in the Octorer National Geo
Prince joined thc Eastern Maine
138-S-144 U. COLLIN8. 375 Main 8t., Tel. 77.
DATES
graphic and movie fans who saw the Friendship entertained the Methodist Methodist Conference and was sta ton. Mass., were recent guests of Mr.
SQUASH
_________________1
TWO apartments of 4 and 5 n
recent picture at the Park Theatre Ladies' Aid and guests numbering 28 tioned in various towns for short and Mrs. F. E. Grnnell.
GRAPES
ONIONS
with bath, heater, garage and ga:
Mrs. George Hills has returned from
in Rockland are Increasingly eager Wednesday at her home. At noon a periods of vears. among them being
Inquire 12 Knox St. Tel. 156-W. 1
| harvest dinner was enjoyed. The day
CLUSTER RAISINS
HOUSE of six rooms for rent, reci
to take advantage of the unusual op
Mt. Desert. Machias, Ellsworth. a week’s visit with her sister, Mrs.
i renovated, furnished or unfurnlshei
portunity to hear more about that was devoted to sewing, much work be Searsport,
Bucksport,
Orrington, Chester Gray of Montville.
' Spruce Head. Plenty of firewood foi
TELEPHONE
US
AT
1230
j SHV.!!?8 Rent reasonable. TEL. R(
adventure from Amory H. Waite, Jr., ing accomplished.
Hampden, and Bangor. Mrs. Studley. . Recent guests of Mrs. Herbert
I LAND 793-W. after 4 p. m.
1
FREE DELIVERY
Mrs. Melvin Lawry has recently had attended thc Bucksport Seminary and , Bowes included Kelton Southard of I
a member of the Byrd Antarctic ex
HOUSE with garage on Hill st
j
a
new
electric
stove
put
in
by
the
•
Northampton,
Mass,,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
near
Broadway.
Also
one
half
h
pedition, whose lecture with lantern
before her marriage to James M.
jziarajHjajsjzjzrajarajzjzrejgfajzjarzrafZJZizjBfzrajajBrararajzrajgjzjBrajz
corner of Grove and Union Sts. /
slides will be given in Watts hall next Central Maine Power Co. of Rock Studley of this town, taught at the ) John Southard of Wiscasset. Mr. and j
at 294 BROADWAY. Tel. 104-M.
'
Mrs.
William
T.
Cost
and
son
John
land,
this
being
an
advance
Christ

Hinckley Corner School. Mr. Studley
Thursday evening, under the auspi
I
FIRST CLASS
and Mrs. Mary jE. Cost of North
ces of the Nurse Association. Mr. mas present from her husband, Capt. died in 1900.
WE BUY
Waite, as a member of the successful i Lawry.
TRUCKING SERVICE
She leaves one daughter Mrs. W. S Edgecomb.
Mrs. Estelle Perry who has been
AND FURNITURE MOVERS
rescue party, will be able to add to in Rockland Wednesday.
White of Rockland, one son. Maurice
Clarence E. Daniela
1 ■ -i
FOSTER’S TRANSFER
Mrs. Wardell MacFarland and son Studley of Warren, and two grand with friends in Warren and Union, Is
the other accounts much of vital
JEWELER
Arthur
were
in
Rockland
last
Tuesday
W.
R.
FOSTER,
Prop.
now
in
Portland
for
a
visit
with
Dr.
children. Cedric French and Mrs.
Interest.
370 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
VOUR CONVENIENCE
Tel. Thomaston 139-3 Rev. Chg.
•
71-tf
Services at St. John's Church Sun for a visit.
Gladys Packard, both of Rockland. and Mrs. IL. W. Hadley.

i' '£■'

t

FORCZZcct-fy

COLD^STARTS

FOR SALE

Richfield

ROCKLAND

1

HI-OCTANE

k

GASOLINE

SPECIAL ONE DAY SALE

SHOVELS 75c EACH

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 25

H. H. CRIE & CO.

-»•»********■
TO LET

WILLOW STREET MARKET
FANCY NORTHERN TURKEYS
- FANCY NATIVE CHICKENS
AND DUCKS
SMALL PIG PORK
Priced Right

A Magic Word

In a Magic

Ring—

OLD

GOLD

Advertise

ADVERTISEMENTS
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Every-Other-Day
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SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY

BIGGEST IN 10 YEARS!

Realm of Music

Sail the seas of adventure
with Laughton, Gable and the
rest of that marvelous cast of
thousands that bring you your
mightiest screen entertain
ment! Nothing like it in talkie

By Gladys St. Clair Morgan
In addition to peraonal notes retard
ing departuies and arrival*, thl* depart
ment especially desire* Information ol
social happenlnga partlea. musical*, ttc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.

TELEPHONE----------------------- III or IM

Mrs. Margaret Ames who has been
.‘pending the summer and fall in
Rockland and vicinity, returned
Thursday to her home in Brockton,
Mass.

request from many, t his first reappearance in 1899 in
Comes
"Tell us about the Kreisler concert." Berlin, his technic and interpreta
Mrs. Roy Nickerson and son Ivan
I don’t have to be coaxed, for lt was tion had grown so mature and
Mr. and Mrs. A. <E. Hunt and Mrs.
who have been guests of Mr. and
a thrilling experience, one to wonderful that his audience went in
Ernest Maxfield have returned from
Mrs. J. C. Cunningham for a week
furnish food for thought and talk to paroxysms oi delight. Two years
a visit in Providence and Boston.
returned to Vinalhaven Thursday.
for many days to come. It is a great later Kreisler made a second tour of
Ivan received eye treatment from Dr
privilege of life to 'be able to hear the United States, and now nearly
Mrs. Ella Cates entertained XCB
William Ellingwood while here.
' Fritz Kreisler, for while violinists all civilized countries have had the
Club at her home on Crescent street
come and violinists go. Kreisler re Joy of hearing him play, and avidly,
Mcnday evening.
SMITH CHORUS MEETS
Indeed, have they drunk in the
mains at the top.
beauty of tone and mood which have
(Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Robinson
of
The
concert
was
given
under
the
There will be a rehearsal of the H.
management ot Aaron Richmond in made him one of the greatest violin
Wellington Smith chorus Monday Avon, Mass., arrived Thursday to
home open. Just now we are acking I asS3Clatlon ,.lth lho Junlor
ON DONATION DAV
ists of all times. HLs own composi
evening at Syndicate block. All sing spend a week with Mr. and Mrs. E.
for fruits from your winter store; in the Portland High School audi tions and arrangements are widely
P.
Jones,
Ocean
street.
ers are Invited, and this includes, be
Thr Home Invite* Its Multitude of vegetables, wood. coal, money—any torium. roomy and attractive. Junior popular.
sides Rockland, singers from Thom
Friends to be Resent
such kindly donations will be gladly League members ushered, charming
During the tiwo months he is to be
Goldie
McAuliffe
was
in
Waterville
aston. Camden and Warren, and a
------welcomed and properly u;ed.
young women beautifully gowned. It in this country. Kreisler will give 40
large attendance is desired. Plans Tuesday night to see the realistic
The Board of Managers assist their was quite a gala event, in fact, for ] concerts, including five guest appermanent waving demonstration a!1 At Thanksgiving Time the Home
will be made for the winter’s work.
the Elmwood Hotel
I
A8cd Women is much ln the hearts . excellent and faithful president, Mrs photographers were stationed in the pearances wtth Leopold Stokowski
___ _
I and minds of Rockland citizens. This Lester Sherman, who has carried on
lobby and ’Took" several of the pro and the Philadelphia Orchestra, and
Mrs. Charles Chilles who was
Miss Margaret Jordan and father, excellent institution to a comfort to this work most faithfully for the pa-t minent people arriving. Many of th? appearances with the St. Louis
with Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Cunningham Frank H Jordan of Thomaston, left think upon, realizing that what thc ten yearv We are keeping open
women were wearing stunning eVi Symphony Orchestra. He will top
while acting as Jury foreman re
community to doing for these women house on Tuesday of next week, from
ning wraps, those of black with white this off with a week of recitals In
Tutsday
for
West
Hartford.
Conn
.
to
turned to Vinalhaven Thursday.
comes in an admonition from Above 2.30 o'clock p m, until 4 30, and will
collars seeming to predominate. The Mexico before sailing early ln
spend the holiday season with Mr.
—"Inasmuch as ye have done lt unto welcome all callers, with the aid of
audiepce. however, when all was set January for England to fulfill the
and
M
i
4
Ray
Harriman
<Mary
Jor

Guests this week of Rev. and Mrs
one of the least of these my brethren, the Ladies cf the Home,
tled. was disappointingly small, easi engagements of a lengthy tour. Later
Corwin,H Olds have been Mrs. B. 6 dan). after which they will go to ye have done it unto me."
Come, and bring your Thanksgiving
ly understood, a holiday, the auto he is to make his first tour ol Egypt ,
Miami
fcr
the
remainder
of
the
Batstone and son Philip, of West
Our Home has been generously offering, and see what a delightful
show on and an Armistice ball at the Last spring Kreisler embarked on hts |
Roxbury, Mass. They will be joined winter.
helped by the Community Chest, and environment these good women
City
Hall. But what an audience in first tour of South America, making
today by Rev. Mr. Batstone and the
by its aid we are enabled to keep the enjoy.
From the Board
appreciation!
Kreisler was accorded the round trip from Frledrlchshafen
Miss
Virginia
Snow
attended
the
other son, Ben.
an
ovation
when
he appeared, on? to Rio de Janeiro by the Oraf Zeprecent Home Economic dance at
ITS'ANNUAL BANQUET °°w Mr> Rcxs McKinney' Mr that must have warmed his heart ■ pelln. In giving 20 recitals, he then
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Barry Farmington Normal School.
_____
Fanny Pinkham. Mrs. Nina Marshall. through and through, and the ap- traveled 3.000 miles by airplane.
who have been in Boston this week,
Mrs Goldie A McAuliffe. Mrs. Inez! Opportunity Class Has Near- Mrs Colby Post; dirnng room, Mrs. plaus, aJwayg was so epontaneous, so
Kreisler's private library containreturn home today.
Lucy Rankin assisted by girls from
Ames and Mrs. Minnie Kent visited
ly 175 Guests On That the church school; declarations. Mr- insistent, so appreciative. His p>u- ing some exceedingly rare manugram was:
scripts and regarded as one-of the
Mrs. Bernice Jackson, Miss Mar Mrs. Frank Meservey in Waterville
Rankin. Mrs Eva Oreen. Mrs. Lola Sonata, a minor (The Dwil's Trilli, [ finest In Europe, is now in London
Occasion
gery Jackson. Mrs. Minnie Smith. Tuesday.
Lewis. Mrs. Alice Kaler, Mrs. Winnie
and Olgue (Partita. D ' f°r complete cataloguing,
Mrs. Grace Kirk and Mrs. Anne
Opportunity Class held its annual Kellar and Mrs. Louise Ingraham; Sarabande
minor) for violin alone
Bach
He ls one artist who can look back [
Mrs Frederick Dlsch (Freda Morris)
Alden motored to Bath Thursday for
A minor. No 22.
Vlottl
, banquet Wednesday night at the First program. Mrs. Clara Oregory and Mtss Concerto.
upon
a happy married life of 32 years.
Allegro
moderate
the council meeting of the third dis of East Orange. N. J., is in the city,
Adagio
’ Baptist Church, attended by members Alice McIntosh.
His
wife,
whom he met on shipboard,
Final*
called
by
the
death
of
her
mother.
trict. American Legion Auxiliary.
1 Prelude and Allegro (la the style of
was Harriet Lies, an American
' and families numbering nearly 175.
Department of Maine.
Roland Mrs. E. L. Morris.
Pugnanl),
Kreisler
It was an inspiring sight to see them
Mr and Mrs. F J. Baker former Chanson Louise XIII . et Pavane (tn the woman.
Smith acted as chauffeur for the
ctyle of Louts Couperin I.
Kreisler
Mrs. Arthur W. Hall has returned grouped at the tables which were residents of this City who have been Variation* on a theme hy Corelli lin
local group. The meeting was of an
the
style
of
Tarttnli.
Kreisler • MAJOR BOWES HOUR'
inspiring nature, with Mrs. Alta home from WaterviUe where she was) gaily decked in holiday colors of red residing in Boston for 23 years, have Habanera (Rhapsodic fepagnolel
later
Cutler, department president, of Old called by the sudden illness of her and green, used in paper mats, can- j returned and are now living at 16 La fllle aux cheveux de UnRavel-Kre
(Oirl with
dies, evergreen and red berries, and Kncx street. Thomaston
Town, present. The next council grandson. Donald Warren Hall.
Gy^y'cil.rice*10'
D'bu“y‘H*K^t»"e'; ™’as a Happy Feature Of Anpaper napkins. At the head table
_____
meeting will be in Rockland.
nual Methodist Fair On
i Among encores he played LiebesGoago Class of the First Baptist were Rev. and Mrs. J. Charles Mac
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman J. Rokes freud, Schon Rosmann. Londonderry
Wednesday
Rev. and Mrs. John Smith Lowe Church, held its first fall party and Donald. guests of honor, officers of
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Campbell Air, and a lovely familiar Viennese
leave Sunday afternoon to spend the social Thursday night. A court ses | the Class and Sunday school, and
of Auburn are in Boston for the number whose name I could not reAlthough the weather man was
holiday week with their son John, ln sion held for the initiation of new program participants.
weekend.
|
call.
Program
and
encores
provide
members
caused
much
laughter.
not
in his happiest mood Wednesday,
Boston, and wUl also visit friends ln
Adjournment was made to the ves
interesting study for the violinist in no ways were the spirits ot the
Games, music, and singing, with a try where Mrs. Elizabeth Williamson.
Boston and vicinity.
Ladies sell your handiwork, write and violin student, in the subtle
buffet lunch, rounded out a very en president, extended greetings and
energetic Methodist people damp
Chapin Class will meet Tuesday joyable time. Those present were: gave a brief resume of the activities Oolden Rule Gift Shop end Wom I makeup of color ar.d ■ontrast.
ened. so that their annual fair moved
V« • •
evening at the home of Mrs. M. E. Ruth Ward, Eleanor Tibbetts, Elsie and aims of the class. Mr and Mrs. an's Exchange. 102 Park street, Attlei boro. Mass. Reliable.
132-S-138
Comins.
Johnson. Janet Bald. Orace Clancy. MacDonald were called upon, and
One cannot describe Kreisler's through the afternoon sale, supper
1 Thelma Whitehouse, Jessie Olds. others speaking were Charles H
, playing. His tone is perfect, and his and entertainment with increasing
Cardinal Club meets for cards this Orace Orant, Luther Bickmore. Carl
emotional capacity gives him the success. A success which reflected
Morey. Sunday school superintend
afternoon with Miss Anne Blacking ton Gregory. Walter Staples. Millard
ability to color lt in a thousand ways. the diligent effort and intelligent
ent, and Frank H. Ingraham, rep
ton at The Highlands.
Hart. Horace Vinal. Cleveland Morey, resenting the deacons
In Knitted Suits and Drawn
. for 1 The only way I can attempt to make direction of the general chairman.
women who want both Ia«hlon ar<l
Ansel Young. Rev. J. Charles Mac
The program was opened by as faithful service fiom their clothe?’ 1 you understand what his artistry Is Mm. Ruth Ellingwood. who was
Winners at the first party of the
Donald and Kenneth Hooper. Goago sembly singing of “Onward, Chris That's where the New N»i.»on Knit
like is to quote Mrs. Copping: "Kreis
series being given under the auspices
wear comes tn
. . end that’s where
class which meets every Sunday at tian Soldiers," with Miss Edna Oreg
ler plays as if lt were a religious aided by a targe and willing body of
I’d like to come in. too—to show you
of Edwin Libby Relief Corps, held |
the stunning new knitted things for
12 noon, extende a welcome to any
rite." That is true, his playing is workers.
ory and Mrs. Lillian Joyce at the 1936!
Thursday afternoon, were Mrs
young man between the ages of 18
Sincerely.
'
divine, to sincere, so feeling. KretsWhile thc sale was generously
pianos. Vocal solos were given by
Streeter Webster, Miss Margaret j
and the Brotherhood Class.
ler
has
no
mannerisms,
no
eccentripatronized
and thc chicken pie sup
Mrs. Gladys S. Morgan. R. K. Greene,
Bowler, Mrs. Fred Achorn, Mrs. E
Miss E. V. Berry
| cities. He is the polished gentleman
Miss Winola Richan, Mrs. Elva Green. 77 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Crockett. Mrs. Boynton Shadie. Mrs.
per
brought
out a capacity crowd, it
TRIBUTE TO WILL ROGERS
always, yet when he plays one feels
Susie Davis. Mrs I. J. Shuman and |
Miss Gladys Grant; a two-piano num Representative Nelson Knitting Mills
is not amiss to say that the outstand
I Por The Courier-Oazette |
Company. Duluth Minn
he ls utterly lost in his music.
Mrs. E. E. Knight.
Mrs. Millie | Will Rogers wa* one of the few who ber by Miss Gregory and Carleton
rimt
I have looked the program over ing feature of the fair was the
have
caught
the
vision.
Gregory; musical reading by Dorothy
Thomas was in charge. The second And he lived lt every day.
__________________________________ and over, and thought and thought. "Major Bowes Amateur Hour" pre
party will take place Tuesday. Nov. One who really knew the Joy of living. Tibbetts; violin solo by Alfred Young.
One who had never forgotten how to
RESERVATIONS FOR
and 1 cannot- choos; th? number sented as evening entertainment be
Outstanding features were the panto
26. with play to begin at 2.
play.
THANKSGIVING
DINNER
whlch most ‘pp™1*1
»*• Th<'r(' fore a large and appreciative audi
mime. "Miss Popularity," with the cast
He dearly loved young children.
were four perhaps which stand out. ence. Planned by (Mrs. Ellingwood.
Carolyn, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. They seemed to fit into hl* plan;
comprising Virginia Egan, Thelma
$1.25 per plate
The Adagio of the Concerto, the Ralph U. Clark impersonated Major
how I do admire
Emery Howard, celebrated her sev And
Whitehouse. Jacqueline Blethen. Ken
Served from 12.00 to 4.00
That trait In any man!
Habanera, La fllle aux cheveux de Bowes, introducing many of hts
enth birthday Thursday by enter
neth
Hooper.
Walter
Staples.
Ansel
GREEN GABLES
The keenest sense of wit was hl*.
lin, and thc Prelude and Allegro familiar phrases, particularly "All
taining at an afternoon party at her Combined with friendly open mind;
Young and Carleton'* Gregory; and TEL. 2230
( AMDEN. ME.
which, by-the-way. was used by right, all right", "don't be nervous," i
know he "kidded" everybody.
home on Rankin street. In games We
"My Hours of Memory" in song, with
But It was not to be unkind.
Luboshutz in a recent Camden con “speak right into the microphone,”
Clifford Cameron won the prize in
Mrs. Evelyn McKusick as reader, Mrs.
No! the world would laugh and laugh
cert.
etc. George W. Gay was "Graham
the candy kiss hunt, and Earl Smith When Will would voice a pun.
Joyce, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Pen
And
no
one
seemed
to
take
offense
—
McNamee,” who spoke kind words
Jr., for pinning the hatchet nearest They knew twas hl* way of having run. dleton as soloists, and Miss Gregory
I had a special undercurrent of for the sponsors "Chase and San
the turkey's neck. Table decora
as pianist, the cast Mrs. Marian Lind
Not even king* or queens escaped.
feeling in this concert. It was like born," despite fervid opposition from
tions and favors were ln keeping If with him they chanced to meet;
CAMDEN, ME.
sey, Mrs. Maud Orant, Avis William
having a reunion with old friends, Carl Work. He read various tele
they ranged from the
with Thanksgiving. There was a His friends,
son, Mary Richards, Virginia Egan.
President.
for a Kreisler concert was one of the grams of congratulation or other
lovely birthday cake and Carolyn re To the little newsboy in the street.
WED.-THURS.
Walter Staples. Charles Collins, Mrs.
first music columns I wrote for The wise received from "listeners-in.”
ceived many gifts.
Guests were Everybody knew Will Rogers.
Beulah Wotton and Mrs. H. W. Fro
! Courier-Gazette. Thc year eludes Leonard Dcarden acted as studio ac
America's
fav

Round
the
globe
from
end
to
end
Diane
and
Clifford
Cameron, I And everybody loved him
hock. Miss Gregory and Mrs. Joyce
orite dancing , me. but it was quite long ago now. companist, and if Major Bowes or
Marulyn and Erwin Spear, Patricia | And claimed him as their friend,
acted as accompanists for the
stars have j Kreisler has been in Portland since, anyone else can produce a better
and Mary Perry. Earlene Perry, Jane ! Today we need more men like Will.
evening.
something new 1 twice. I think. I gazed at both Kreis- one. let him do It! Tbe program of
Perry. Katherine Libby. James Olds, I For when things looked the darkest,
then.
Committees in charge were: Kitchen
to show you! ! ier and his faithful and gifted ac- amateurs was:
Earl Smith Jr.. David Hoch. Donald He'd make u* laugh, make us forget— Mrs. Clara Emery, chairman, Mrs.
! companist. Carl Lamson. to see what Vocal—I'll Call you Home Again,
He was a "Prince of Men.”
French and Robert Qatcomb.
Kathleen
Evelyn Crockett. Mrs. Bertha Green
I the years had done to them. NothWhen they build his monument
Myron Young
I only hope 'twill be
law. Mrs. H. P. Bickmore. Mrs. Lena
Reading
—Christmas from a Salesgirl's
j ing physically except the graying
A perfect desert for Thanksgiving, In keeping with the way he lived
Viewpoint
1 hair.
In sweet simplicity.
Miss Maud Blondell (Madlene Roger*)
a 1-pt. decorated cake, order today
Harmonica Solo—Old Blark Joe
9 ■ « •
On
his
last
flight
he
was
to
soar
like
an
Master Carl Work Jr
from your nearby ice cream dealer.
eagle-winged.
Mr. Lamson has piayed for Kreis Songs—Mammy's Little Baby
Into the fleecy clouds above
It's Fro-Joy.
140-141
Lazy Bones
For aviation he dearly loved.
ler on all hLs American tours since Miss Josephine White (Mrs Ruth Hoch)
I blackface act)
1912, which, with the exception of Mandolin Solo
—On the Mill Dam
Remember how satisfactory that Then suddenly Will Rogers reached the
Journey's End,
Miss Doris Hyler *
the
time
the
famous
violinist
spent
Lily Chop Tea used to be? Your And left us. Just as he'd always lived—
Plano Solo—Dance of the Wooden
a Friend
as a captain in the Austrian army
Soldiers
nearest Nation Wide Grocer still To all mankind,
,
Harriette Dwinal
June Chatto
icks ough rop
during the World War. have been Skit—In theMiss
Camden. Nov. 22
Doctor's Office
recommends it.
139-141
The
Jumble
Players
conducted annually. Mr. Lamson in
Cast—Ruth Marston as office girl
commenting on Kreisler says: “I
Mrs Fanny Dow
Oershom Rollins
have never known a great artist who
Winfield Chatto
Henry Lurvey,
was less temperamental in the usual
Orace Lurvey
sense of the word. You call him a
Harrison Dow Jr.
Louise Dolliver
W’
nervous type as against the phlegma
Shirley Rollins
tic but he is always completely the Cornet solo and songs
Carl Work Sr.
I master of his emotions, whatever Monologue and song
HAVE YOUR
Miss
Matilda
Nltwltt (Miss Dolliver)
they may be. He ls unusual ln that
coloratura soprano
ReadingWhy
I
am An Old Maid
respect.”
Miss Carrie Blundell IMlss Madlene
• • • •
Rogers)

produce! Two years

,
'
i
1

Smart NEW Styles

Comique Theatre

V

C

D

Look Your Best for Thanksgiving
SUITS COATS DRESSES
DRY CLEANED
AT BARGAIN PRICES
—AT—

.*

THE PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY

17 LIMEROCK STREET

»

ROCKLAND

Free Delivery and Collection Service

TELEPHONE 170

FRID

ASTAIRE
oiMua

R0CERS

Kreisler was bom in Vienna Feb. 2,
1875. Even as a young lad his talent
musical romance
for music was so manifest that his
father lost no chance to encourage
him. giving little Fritz instiuction
) himself and later, when the boy was
lyrics end music by
only seven, entering him at the ConIRVINC
! servatory where his teachers were
BE53L5M
I Hellmesberger and Auber. Later he
I matriculated at the Paris Conserva
Edward Everett Horton • Helen
iroderick • Erik Rhodes • Eric 91or« I tolre one of his teachers being
I Delibes. In 1889 he toured with
Directed by MARK SANDRICH Rosenthal,
renowned
pianist,
Pandro S. Berman Production
throughout the United States; then
MIDNITE SHOW WEDNESDAY
AT 11.30 LIVE TURKEY GIVEN , ln the immediately succeeding years,
J music was abandoned for a time in
AWAY
COMIQUE THEATRE, CAMDEN | favor of medicine, art, military
service, and diversified pursuits. At
in the tip-top

TOP HA?

stirring
CHARLES

LAMN
GABLE
CLARK

FRANCHOT TONE
HER8ERT MUR DI R • EDDIE QRILLAR
DUDLEY DI6CES . DONALD CRISP
A Frank Lloyd Production
a ^tn^Z/oZiZ/n//)
r» ncruaa

The language of love

was all they knew in z/ii>

South Sea Paradise!

NOTICE!
DUE TO TIIE LENGTH OF THIS PK Tl RE THE EVENING
SHOWS WILL START AT (>.00 AND 8.30
NOW

“THREE MUSKETEERS"

with

PLAYING

MARGOT CRAIIAME.WALTER ABEL
Phone 892

w

Shows:
Matinee 2. Evg. 6.30. 8.30
font. Sat. 2.00 to 10.30

Sunday Show Sponsored By Winslow-Holbrook Post, No. 1, A. L.

PARK

MON.-TUES.

get
.
front
You won't want to miss

\

a trick when these 48

tantalizing cuties—one K
trom every state—leap

into whirly-girly action!

a JESSE 1 I ASK V production w.ih

JOHN
DIXIE LEE
•
RAYMOND WAIIURN

TOIJAY
JAMES DUNN

BOLES
•

ln

JACK HAIEV
AlAN DINEHART

"THE PAYOFF"

THE LITTLE AD THAT SAVES ,

SPECIAL SALE

GORDON

HOSE

Full Fashioned

79c pair
Two Pairs for $1.00
E. B. HASTINGS & CO. I
presentation, the name of Dr Filing-1
wood's composition was a work oi I
art, and 'Mr. Work's own piano ac-!
companiment for his song given afte. I
much difficulty in tone placement,
defies description. Balloting was done
and extended engagements were an
nounced for Mlsn Nitwitt and Miss
Josephine White who as a "nigger
gal" displayed a real flair for such
work.

Committees for the fair were: Sup
per, Mrs. Ivy Chatto, Mrs. Lena de- [
Rochemont, Mrs Mary Littlehale.
Mrs. Ella Lurvey. Mrs. Evelyn Orcutt.'
Mrs. Florence Young. Dining room.
Mrs. Grace Lurvey and Mrs. Thelma
Song Mother Machree
Miss Rose O'Ryan (Mrs Thelma Stanley) ( Stanley in charge, assisted by Mrs
Violin Solo--When I'm too Old to Dream Harvey Crowley. Mrs. Lena Stevens
Dr William Ellingwood
Mrs. Ethel Richards, Mrs. Esther
Song—Home on the Range
Mrs Gladys Morgan
Dolliver, Mrs. Fanny Low, Mrs. Alice
Plano medley—Popular Airs
Mr. Dcarden
Hull, Mrs. Feme Horcyseck, Mrs
Several of the men in the audience Margaret Philbrook. Mrs. Long. Mrs
were singled out for attention by the Shirley Rollins. Mrs. Lela Worrey.
readers, monologist. and in the skit, Miss Louise Dolliver. Apron table:
all done and received good-naturedly Mrs. Ella Lurvey. Mrs. Eunice Wins
amid accompanying hilarity.
Of low, Miss Minnie Smith, Mrs. Minnie
course no Major Bowes hour would | Rogers. Utility table: Mrs. Grace
be complete without the gong, so Lurvey, Mrs. Esther Dolliver. 'Mrs
that sad (?) task fell to the lot of Thelma Stanley, Mrs. Margaret
Miss Nltwitt, Bill Ellingwood and Work. Five and Ten: Miss JFaith
Carl Work, despite thc fact that Lurvey, Miss Mary Cross, Miss Eliza
their presentations afforded high beth Lurvey. Candy table: Mrs. Lena
lights in entertainment Miss Nit- Stevens, Mrs. Vincie Clark, Mrs
witt's costume added much to her Leona Whitehill, Miss Nettie Britt,!

CHICKENS & DUCKf
For Thanksgiving
These birds have

been especially'!

fed and cared for
for our retail trade
PRICES RIGHT

MONROE’S
TEL. 647-14

U

H.’l

USED
CARS
Bought and Sold
MILLER’S GARAGE
RANKIN ST..

ROCKLAND, ME. I
124tf|

Mrs. Ella Black. Ice cream: Mrs.

Simmons. Mrs. Lena Graves. MrsI
Lela Worrey.
Decorations: Mrs!
Edith Tweedie, Mrs. Mae Gregory,,
Mrs. Margaret Philbrook. Entertain

ment: Mrs. E’lingwcod.

Every-Other-Day
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the terror of the situation Mrs. Lind
bergh writes. “We were blind, and
North Haven Pastor Cites R°ln8 down! O Ood we'll hit the
mountain!" “Courage, pride, control
Incident ln Anne Lind- shrivelled Into blackened ashes."
Then a lurch of the plane, a roar of
bergh’s Long Flight
, the engine and they were going up.
Under the caption "The Blue up up, And all at oncc tbey came.
Bordered Handkerchief" there ap- out of the fog and the blue sky ap.
What our llghtkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
peared in a recent issue of the peared above them wlth lhe blu„
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
Watchman-Examiner a very inter- sky courage returMd and flowed
The day's news from many lonely outposts along
esting article from the pen of Rev throllgh h„ wlns .hke a pounding
Maine's waterfront.
Henry Pelton Huse of North Haven stream •Thank Ood ,or the ^y,
It follows:
Hold onto tt a.|lh both hands! O let
The scene was more beautiful far to the wlndow in Mr. Sterling's kitchen. It
North to the Orient." by Anne u$ stay up here In the clear sky, the
eye.
Than lf day In Its pride had arrayed It: raced over the floor carrying ashes Morrow Llndbergh. is the storv of
bright world of reality where we can J
The land breeze blew mild, and the and rocks along with it.
Mrs Ster- her fHght wlth h„ disttnguUhed
azure-arched sky
see the sky and feel the sunl"
Looked pure as the spirit that made It: lings kitchen rug was afloat and husband. Col Charles A. Lindbergh,
The murmur rose soft, as I silently
The world of mankind knows the
there was wa'er water everywhere. from Washlngton to North Haven.
gazed
story of the flight “North to the
°" motion. ',h4dowy
p“y’fui at
neveowwy
wj
oui
r.
v.
nm
ano
from
No
rth
Haven
to
Ottawa,
to
It was necessary to call F O. Hilt and
North Havfn
Ottawa.
Orient." Would that the world of,
rrOm l.ihthouw' fl?e’bin.tzedhU*'
b“mn* °Ut SUrUdnCXt ** Baker L***’ 10 Alaska. 10 JaP#n’ t0 mankind in these days might know j
Like a star in the midst of the ocean was to board up the window until china. It is a story fascinating and
the faith, symbolized in the blue—Thomas Moore
breakfast was over yyhen permanent thrilling in which Mrs. Lindbergh
bordered handkerchief. With thc
repairs were made That kitchen, for evidences that she and her husband
world apparently tumbling down allJ
Light-Bearing Constructions
a while, was a sad looking place until are in the historic line of world
about uf how much we need to hold
The first cast-iron lighthouses, Mr. Hilt, with his union suit for a
travelers, who in their day saw and on to the skies, and the blue in the
valuable fir remote and inaccessible mop. and Mrs Sterling with cloth In
told what had never been seen be formament of God's promises and
points because they car. be completed one hand and a cake of soap in the
fore. and thrilled people In the tell purposes.
at the workshop, were two construct- other, made quick work of *t and
ing. Such world travelers were
ed ln England for the islands of Ber- i ju«t one uglv sea was resoonsible. We Marco Polo. Columbus. Amerigo
CANADIAN TREATY
mudn and Jamaica Another kind is j are anxious to hear how brother Vespucci. John and Sebastian Cabot.
the wrought-iron pile lighthouse keepers along the coast made out and Balboa. Magellan and others.
And the Effect It Will Have,
The lower ends of the iron piles are jf thelr anchors held through the
In common with other North
fitted with large cast-iron screws and awful storm
On This Side Of the
Haveners I sensed the historic nature
screwed through a soft foundation to,
,
of this flight and was determined to
Border
a firm bearing, or. lf the foundation
_ _ „ .
see the take-off. I watched and
Fort Point
is hard clay, these ends are sharpened [
waited and waited and wached and
'Bangor News Editorial)
and driven until they come to a firm
^ust think! The holidays are alat last was repaid Having taxied
With one hand Mr Roosevelt dis
bearing on cast-iron disks which bear most hel*«lorlous faU
down our enclosed waters around a tributes billions to relieve the distress
on shoulders forged on the piles
have
foo'ed usbend the Sirius turned about, shot of this country 's ldle millions of men
A fourth form of light-bearing conOur green pasture and lawns arc
into sight, made a circle, dipped in and women Then, with the other
structicn is the floating lighthouse new covered with a beautiful blanket
salute to loved ones and friends, then hand he opens the door a little wider
or lightship, anchored at places where of snow.
taking the point of the compass
the construction of a lighthouse
Storm windows are going on in a North West shot ahead in a bee line to foreign competition with our|
farmers, manufacturers, lumbermen
wculd be impracticable or Impossible hurry.
for Ottawa.
and
fishermen.
The ship Is strongly built and lighted
A houtecleaning stunt is now on.
• • • •
The plan and purpose of this ts. as
by a series of lamps with parabolic
be followed by indulging to our
On the day of the take-off Mrs. Secretary Hull expresses it, to so
reflectors encircling the mast, and so heart's content in preparations for
Lindbergh says “I tucked an extra "quicken the currents of world trade" ,
arranged as to throw thelr light all (thf Thanksgiving feast
handkerchief into my pocket." One that all may benefit. There wtll be
over the horizen.
The waters of the Penobscot were said to her. perhaps her mother, benefits under this plan The ques
To obtain a flashing light on a
not exactly placid during the recent "You will probably need an extra tion is as to where the benefits will
lightship was a difficult oroblem until
storm which raged all along our handkerchief" Mrs Lindbergh said
greatest-at home or abroad
the elec'rlc 1‘ght gave a simple solu
coast, but fortunately no damage was That extra handkerchief seemed to
The process by which the Presi
tion. Whenever it is possible to do it
done.
set the seal of success upon the trip. dent and Secretary Hull propose to
the e vessels are orovided with a
Tanker No-Nox arrived not long It made it at once intimate and pos revive world commerce ts found in
sound signal, as ln the United States
a steam whistle, in France a siren ago. bound to the Gulf Refining Oo sible. Hadn't an extra handker the making of "reciprocal trade
Some buovs are lighted by gas or elec-,lr' Ban?cr The tanker Bacci was a chief taken me to school and back agreements." several of which have
tricity The electric buov is a "spar" few d®5* overdue and 8. S Belfast and put me on the train for college.' been concluded, while more are being
and sent me out the day I was mar negotiated The latest is that with
(shaped like a ship's spar), having a, made a late appearance
Keeper Mitchell, Mr and Mrs ried? One could go anywhere with the Dominion of Canada, effected
100-candle oower incandescent light
at it" upper end. the current being George A Lathrop and son George an extra handkerchief, especially lf last week ln a shroud of secrecy, ana
it is a blue-bordered handkerchief! the terms of which were, in outline,
have been day visitors in Bangor.
supplied from a shore station.
The blue in our flag, the blue in made public on Monday. In some
• • • •
Mrs A. Mitchell spent Thursday ln
the sky. the blue in the waters of the localities this trade agreement will
Searsport
as
guest
of
her
daughter
Portland Head
ocean horizons, the blue in the border be received with satisfaction. In New
Mrs. Florian E. Curtis and family.
Margaret Rowland and friends
Edw. Libby of Sandv Point was of the handkerchief, what is it but England, especially in Maine, and in
frem Ogunquit called Sunday after here recently with a nice lot of fresh the symbol of faith! We are re the timber and cattle regions of the
minded of that day long ago when Northwest, it will cause a shiver of
noon on F. O. Hilt.
beef, home raised and killed.
Jesus entered the country of Oenes- apprehension.
Mrs R. Thayer Sterling was guest
• • • •
last Saturday of her sister Mrs.
saret. and when the men of that
Detroit and Pittdburg will welcome
Great Duck Island
Charles Sterling. Peak's Island
country had knowledge of him. and Canada's reduction in duties on
Keeper and Mrs Kennedy thank sent into all that country round "machinery and industrial equipMr. and Mrs. E D. Hilt of St.
Capt.
Gray and Mrs Kingsbury for about, and brought unto him all that ment." Publishers will be gratified
Oeorge visited F O Hilt and family
a very nice time enjoyed at their sta were diseased. They besought him by the free listing of "magazines and
Sunday.
Good Timers inet Wednesday with tion
that they might only touch the hem periodicals." But the Northwest will
Darrell" Mann arrived at this Light of his garment; and as many as be dismayed by our reduction of 50
Mrs. Mollye Mitchell of Falmouth
Gardens, with all members present. Nov. 7 as second assistant Keeper touched were made perfectly whole. per cent, or 1150 per thousand fe t.
A social day with pcjdlework was en Mrs Mann has taken up i»sidence ir. The hem of that garment was blue. In the duty on Douglas fir. hemlock
joyed. The next meeting will be at Manset. as her daughter June attend?
Faith made that trip a success; and other lumber, even though this
school there.
I faith in her husband, faith in the be limited to a quota of 253.0J3.000
Portland Head
The recent storm started Sunday
Tender Hibiscus inspected this sta- Plane and its builders, faith that th.* feet yearly, and by reductions ln
afternoon, growing In intensity, tion Nov. 16 and transferred Mr and Plans they had made were s°und duties on cattle, although much less
storming hail, sleet and snow against Mrs Lockhart to Petit Manan Light. faith that they could make the triP important
the dwellings interspersed bv showersI the former having been promoted to and come through safely, Faith
This country- so Mr. Roosevelt in
of salt water breaking the quietude' Keeper, We wish "Bill" and "Mina" made them bold for the venture, and forms us. is unable to supply its re
inside. We kept our radio tuned in! the best of luck at their new home.
visioned its successful issue.
quirements of newsprint, wood pulp
for information about the terrific, Keeper and Mrs. Kennedy have re«“
w» n<*d faitil and pulpwood, so those commodities
mmw>w^a utiu a*Aso. aaciuicuv nave irgale that held the entire coast in its
turned here after a vacation spent in in ourselves, faith in others and, are continued on the free list. The
grip. A heavy sea was running at
Springfield and Barre. Mass and above all, faith in God. The mes- fact that a good many paper and
midnight when the watch was called points in New Hampshire A highly sage of the hluebordered handker- puip mms are closed, while thousands
and at 5 a. m. Monday it broke in all
chief is the message of faith, the of pulpwood cutters are idle, seems
enjoyable time was their report.
its fury pouring in through the east
faith that ventures and adventures. not t0 enter into Mr. Roosevelt's
, the faith without which we cannot
Curtis Island
| please Ood, the faith that for God buy our pu]p m Canada. Norway,
(Municipal Election Dec. 2)
“Lighthouses of the Maine Coast'' and his kingdom makes all things Finiand and the Baltic. The idle
DEMOCRATIC NOMINATIONS
by R. T. Sterling has been read by possible,
American mills can, ot course, be
the family and much enjoyed.
I
• • • •
For Mayor
used as "recreation centres." while

"NORTH TO ORIENT'

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

Leforest A. Thurston
Of Ward Seven

Ward One
Alderman-Albert T. Grant
School Board—Clara Curtis.
Warden—Fred W. Gray.
Ward Clerk—Verna M. Thomas.
Ward Two

Alderman—Angus H. Annis.
School Board—Osmond A. Palmer.
Warden—Silas S. Dodge.
Ward Clerk—Mary O. Avery.
Ward Three
Alderman—Lawrence Hamlin.
School Board—Susie F. Lamb.
Warden—Edward N. Sylvester.
Ward Clerk—Agatha G. Frye.
Ward Four
Alderman—Raymond C. Perry.
School Board—Golden H. Munro.
Warden—David S. Hyler.
Ward Clerk—Josephine P. Scho
field.
Ward Five
Alderman—William J Sullivan.
School Board—Charles W. Morton.
Warden—William E. Sweeney.
Ward Clerk—Lura E. Doherty.
Ward Six
Alderman—Marcellus M. Condon.
School Board—Beatrix C. McLain.
Warden—George A Achorn.
Ward Clerk—Evelyn E. Staples.
Ward Seven
,
Alderman—Walter Connon.
School Board—Gladys Morgan (En
dorsed).
Warden—Eddie N. Tolman.
• Ward Clerk—Mae Moody.
INDEPENDENT NOMINATION
For Mayor

John W. Lane
Of Ward One

Veteran Masons To Whom Were Awarded

Medals Celebrating Fifty Years Membership

In Razorville three pupils of the
Knox County Association for Rural
Religious Education, without sug! gestion from the teacher, made
scrolls following the lesson In which,
the miniature scroll was shown. One
' had written the story of the birth of
Jesus in his own words, and thc
other two had copied verses from
j Matt. 2 on theirs.
• • • •
At Pleasantville on Nov. 16 Educa
tion Day was Observed In the schools.
1 Special invitation was extended by
pupils and teacher. Mrs Smith, to
the parent! to be present at 8:30 for
’ the Bible lesson.
• • • •
Pupils of all thc schools have ieen
Interested in studying that part of
the Model of the Temple (Schick's;
| which represented the plan of the
temple Jesus knew.
• • • •

Mrs. Fred P Colson of Rockland
has given a Bible which will be
presented to one of the rural schools.
• • • •

At South Hope an invitation was
given by the teacher, Mrs. Olive
Crockett, to attend the Christmas
program in the school on Dec 19.

Reading left to right
Back row: Charles M. Lucas. I'nion; ( harle* C. E. Lermond. Union; Leroy F. Chase. Aurora; Henry J.
Keating. Rockland; Benjamin S. Whitehouse. Aurora.
Middle row: John Bernet. Aurora; Abel M. Fuller. Rvrkland: J. T. Fairs. Orient; George B. Smith. Eureka;
William E. Sheerer. Eureka; Albert I). Davis. Eureka; C harles W. Babb. Amity; Edward E. .Ames. Amity; Frank
M. Beverage. Orient; J. Hale Hodgman. Amity; William 0. Fuller. Aurora.
Front row: George F. Gould. Moses Webster; G. Dudley Gould. St. George: Edward E. Rankin. Aurora;
George L. Thorndike. Amity; Lafayette W. Benner, Aurora; Henry L. Bucklin. Orient; Joseph li. Melvin, Aurora;
Charles A. Berry, SL Paul's; Edwin S. Carroll, St George; John J. Wardwell. Amity.

Nov. 10 members of the Jjeadershtp
Training Class of Hope observed
teaching ln the Rockland Sunday
schools Mrs. Fernald. Miss Bartlett
and Mrs. Wright attended classes ln
thc Pratt Memorial M. E. Church.
Mrs Brownell and Mrs. Beverage in
the First Baptist church. The group
had dinner with Miss McKnight be
fore returning to Hope.
• • • •

The Leadership Training School
met at the school house on "tuesday,
Nov. 12. despite the storm. Mrs.
Brown. Mrs. Fernald. Mrs. Beverage.
Mrs. Wright and Mrs. Brownell be
ing present. After the session Mrs.
See Saturday issue of this paper. Nov. 16.
Fernald served hot cocoa and sand
list Jason Ware is placed ln School wiches and cookies.
• • • •
District No 5.
There
was
no
Sunday school at
Jason Ware was prominent in
town affairs He was chosen Select Clark Island on the 17th. as the
man of Union Jan. 15, 1787, under church was undergoing repairs.
the act of incorporation of thc Town,
At East Union (Mrs. Allen Young
and again April 13. of the same year
was welcomed back to her accus
in place of Joel Adams He was re
tomed place in the Sunday school.
elected to that office ln 1788-9-90-94
Sickness In her own home and ,ln
Ke was an assessor In 1786-7-8-93
By Edward Kalloch Gould. SUte Historian of Maine
others' had kept her away. Her
On April 7, 1794. Jason Ware was
daughter. Alfreda. was very faith
(CH.AFTER LVTT)
voted 1 pound. 14 shillings, for tak
ful and greatly interested in guiding
Japon Bare
Matthias Hawes till the Round Pond ing the valuation and "making the class during her absence. Basil,
taxes".
Jason Ware of Union, was born school house was built, after which
Joan and Bebe Brown are very much
(To be continued)
they assembled there
missed from the Sunday school; ail
in Franklin which was then called
Isaac Mashburn
hope they will be able to be present
JOHN LANE'S RIGHTS
Wrentham. Mass.. March 10. 1756,
Isaac Washburn of Thomaston was Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
next 8unday. Two new pupils have
and died in Union. May 11. 1843 He
a private in Capt Samuel Greggs
The public is getting the impres reported. Joseph LeBlanc and Lil
enlisted May 16. 1776. as a private in Company, Col. James Cargill s Mass
sion.. looking over thc columns cf lian Spear. Thanksgiving Sunday,
Capt. Aaron Guild's Company, Col. achusetts Regiment; enlisted Aug. 25,
your paper, that there ts only one Nov. 24. will be observed with a
Joshia
Whitney's
Massachusetts 1775; discharged Dec. 31. 1775. This
candidate in the field fcr Mayer pa gent entitled “The Thankful
Regiment, and served to Dec. 4th. Company was raised in St. Oeorges,
Sort of a one man parade. Now Heart", to be presented at 10; everyy
1776 He also served as a private in Waldoborough and Camden, and
would you please inform the public one invited to this service.
Capt Perez Cushing's Company. Col stationed there for the defence of
• • • *
that I am going to be in that parade,
Edward Craft's Massachusetts Artil the seacoast. He was also captain 1
The Christian Endeavor met in the
and to look for my position up front.
lery Regiment, which was stationed of a Company of Guards. MassachuI will be the Drum Major leading school house at Hope on Friday, with
a part of the time at Nantasket, setts Troops, stationed at Thomaston
Elroy Beverage, chairman of the mis
tbe band.
John W. Lane
from Feb 1. to May 8. 1777
from March 11. to April 11. 1781.
sionary committee, In charge. The
Rockland. Nov. 22.
He also served as a private in Capt.
In a petition to the General Court
subject was China, all members tak
Asa Fairbanks' Company. Major of Massachusetts Capt. Washburn
ing part in the study. The map of
THE PUMPKIN
Metcalf's Massachusetts Regiment; states that after the capture of Ah! on Thanksgiving Day. when from
China, pictures of Chinese life, a
entered service Dec. 8. 1777 (8), Brigadier Oeneral Peleg Wadsworth ' From
come
the model of a Chinese compound, and
service to Dec. 31. 1777 i0). The at Thomaston, on the night of Peb
pilgrim and guest.
When the gr»y-h»lred New Englander many things from the country includ
Company marched from Wrentham 18. 1781. he took command of a guard
*eee round hi« board
ing costumes and a piece of the
to Providence and Warrick, Rhode of 23 men stationed at Camden and The old broken links at affection re
Great Wall helped to make China
stored.
Island, on the alarm of Dec. 8. 1777 St. Georges during their service of What moletena the Up and what brlghseem very real to the members of the
the eye’
In 1777 he enlisted in Capt. Moses 30 days, hls service toeing 33 days. What tena
calla back the past like the rich organization.
Pumpkin Pie?
Adams Company, Col. John Brook's and he asks for reinbursement for!
—John O. Whittier
Massachusetts Regiment, and served money advanced and provisions
Una voce, “Nothing!”
Have you tried the new Lily Chop
about five months until April. 1778. MaJor Mason wheaton also sutes.
Yours for the P. P. of our boyhood. Tea? A distinctive blend of high
and was stationed at Fort No. 2. at I that as
was obliged
obliged to leave
was
Boze
grade Formosa Oolong Tea. On sale
Cambridge, guarding the prisoners Thomaston for the winter of 1781. he
Somerville. Mass., Nov. 20
at all Nation Wide Stores. 139-141
Mrs. Reed attended church SunIn Hebrews eleven we have the roll the idle lumberjacks may rake some from Burgoyne's Army. He was also appointed Captain Washburn to
Corporal in Capt. John Ellis' Com- keep up a small guard at that place
day in Rockland. Owing to the call of the heroes of faith from leaves.
raging northeaster, which came on Abraham to the apostles. Time was
Hay, apples and live poultry of pany, Col. Thomas Poor's Mass and asks that his wages be paid. This
FLORIDA
with gale force during the day ac- too short to tell of those "who Canadian origin are to be helped Regiment; enlisted June 12 and was petition was granted and the men
companled by sleet and hail, she was through faith subdued kingdoms, over the border by lowered duties, discharged Dee. 16. 1778. This Regi-, were pald
unable to return to the station until wrought
righteousness,
obtained but. while American farmers may ment was raised to fortify and secure [
Wednesday morning.
promises, stopped the mouths of survive that increased competition, the passes of North River in New
April 6. 1785. Jason Ware was
Mrs. Julia Ray and Miss Irma Ray j lions, quenched the violence of fire., the slash in the tariff on seed pota York.
chosen on a committee to examine
Convenient 1<» all points of interest—Modern in every way.
• • • •
into the state of the town finances.
of Bangor were weekend visitors escaped the edge of the sword, out toes is a smarting slap at Maine. Mr.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
which surround (he hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
From a plan drawn by David Fales
recently.
of weakness were made strong, Roosevelt hastens to assure us that
He also served in Capt. Lovel's
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Phillips, hav- j waxed valiant in the fight, turned to this "is exclusively for the benefit Company six weeks. After his dis and dated Thomaston, Nov. 15, 1777,
June to
ing motored from Bangor, were re- flight the armies of aliens." If we of American farmers who grow pota charge he went to Franklin. Mass., it appears that in this year Joel
October
Booklet
Adams
bought
of
Philip
Robbins
the
cent dinner guests here and a pleas-1 can possess this faith we need not toes." He neglected to mention and lived there until 1779 when he
on
ant congenial evening was passed. ' fear the antichrist of secularism, of that those farmers are located ln the moved to Union, Maine. Here he was' tract of land which was divided beHotel
Application
We wish you the best of luck, Dar-| the totalitarian state, and all the South which fact, some will be mean struck by lightning. While he re- tween himself, Jason Ware and MatMaselynn
Stamford
rell. in your new position at Duck phase# of Babylonism in this age in enough to suggest, many have some covered in a measure from the shock, thias Hawes
May 15. 1779, Joel
Del. Co.
Corner Second Street
Island Light Station. Keeper Reed which we are living.
( political significance, the South be- the experience appeared to add Adams. Matthias Hawes and Jason
11. 11. Mase
N. Y.
spent his first two years in the
and First Avenue
In the country where Jesus was ing. as are the com and hog States. something to the infirmities of age. Ware, three unmarried men from
Manager
service at that location.
brought up there were sick people, an object of his deepest solicitude. He applied for a pension but because Franklin. Mass., had come to Union
Moderate Rates
We hope all our Lighthouse friends the lame, the deaf, the dumb but he Imports of seed potatoes under a tar of his accident could not remember and settled on the Northwest side of
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
will enjoy their turkey on Thanks could do none of his mighty works iff slash of 30 cents per 100 pounds, any facts about his service, but thc Round Pond, on this land which had
been bought by Joel Adams. This
giving Day. Great plans are being there because of their unbelief. Un or from 75 cents to 45 cents, are pension was granted.
made for a dinner at this Light, and belief throws a wet blanket on every limited to 750.000 bushels a year, but
In September 1784. Jason Ware was divided ihto three farms of dif
here’s heartily wishing the weather thing. Unbelief spells failure, dreary. that is plenty to worry the Aroostook was one of the signers of a petition ferent sizes. Lots were drawn for
continues fair.
dismal, desolating failure. In this ‘ farmers, who have been only about of the Inhabitants of the Plantation choice, and each obtained the farm
country of Gennesaret, however, the two jumps ahead of the poorhouse called Sterlington (Union) asking to he preferred.
Ware had 230 acres, and these men
be relieved of taxation which was
distressed, the discouraged, the needy under the ,75 cent rate.
lived together in a log-house which
pressed upon Jesus that they might
Then what few lumber manufac granted.
He was also town treasurer from they built on Ware's land below the
touch even the hem. the blue-bor turers there are left in Maine will
1795
to 1800. and was a Tithingman present Hawes house and near the
not
utter
loud
cheers
for
a
New
Deal
dered
hem
of
hls
garment
and
as
DEPENDABLE YEAR ROUND
1 many as touched in faith werc made that cuts thelr tariff protection from ln 1801-2-11 He served on the school Pond. Thelr oven was on a ledge
ICE SERVICE
RATES'
$3 per thousand feet to $1.50. Can- committee in 1808. Jason Ware was near their house. Becoming rather
perfectly whole.
DAY OR NIGHT
• • • •
Single
’ adians have had no difficulty in a Methodist and his ministerial tax dissatisfied with their mode of life,
to Your hotel in BOSTON
Quality Product, Courteous,
0oufci« *3IM«»4U
Efficient Drivers
| On the way down thc Japanese paying thc $3 duty and still under assessed toy the town in 1807 wa., they hired Jemima Robbins, who be
All WOOMS WITH |ATR
CHARLES H. MdNTOSH coast trying to make Nemura the selling us, and the new rate is simp $792. and in 1809 was $10,07. The gan to keep house for them June 29,
500 Rooms
wttkly rat«l
Birius had to make a forced landing. ly a gift to them of $1.50 per thou Methodist Society of Union was 1780. Here they continued till the
Tel 626, Rockland
"Royal
Mess.
”
as
they
called
them

organized by Aaron Humphrey in
Fog and mountains became thelr sand.
DAY OR NIGHT
RADIO
' peril. A wireless said to them '’Make
Then the road to American the house of Jason Ware In 1797. Thc selves, was broken up. Each member
27Stf
SERVIDOR
Buroton Bay.” Before they could markets for “certain kinds of fish.” first preaching in the Old Meeting contributed hls share of provisions
TUB ’-.SHOWER
make this harbor, the crater of a long i including halibut, and for “some house was by a Methodist. Methodist as appears toy their accounts. Jason
extinct volcano fog menaced them furs" is smoothed considerably, and meetings for a considerable time Ware settled on the North side of the
HANOI
again. Once they got a glimpse of altogether the Canadian negotia were held there Sunday. Money was same Brook where hls son Vinal
the sea, “a strip of water gleaming tors have done a fine job for the raised in town meeting to support Ware afterwards lived.
At north station
In 1826. Noyes P. Hawes prepared
like a blue-hare bell,” Settling down- Dominion.
We congratulate the the preaching. When a strong move
•a STEP-A-.m/«»«■ TRAIN- t,yow ROOM
down-down the sky was gone. The Honorable fW. iL. Mackenzie King ment was made to settle a Congrega a document giving the name and
blue of the sea gave them courage. and associates on their skill in mak tional minister, the Methodists with number of members of each family,
But the fog enclosed them again and ing a jug-handled bargain, with the drew. and held meetings at the and the number of houses, classified
dwelling houses of Jason Ware and according to school districts. On this
the sight of Uie sea was gone. In handle in Canada's fist.
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